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PRESS:

?

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
VICE-CHAIR SKOG (TEMPORARY CHAIR):

(Gavel.)

9

Michael Molina, who is the Chair, is going to

10

be arriving about 10:30 so I'm filling in so

11

please bear with me.

12

The Members of the Subcommittee are

13

Mike Molina, who is the Chair; my -- Jeanne

14

Skog, myself, Vice-Chair; Sean McLaughlin;

15

Jocelyn Perreira; Jennifer Gotos-Sabas, who

16

is excused today; and Riki Hokama,

17

Councilmember Riki Hokama, who is also

18

excused today.

19
20
21

The other Council -- Oh, I guess there
are no other.
Deputy Corporation Counsel, Greg

22

Garneau; and the Council Staff, Shannon

23

Alueta, Legislative Analyst; and Camille

24

Sakamoto, the Subcommittee Secretary.

25
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1

ITEM NO. 1:

COMMUNICATIONS INFRASTRUCTURE (MISC.)

2

VICE-CHAIR SKOG (TEMPORARY CHAIR):

Public

3

testimony, public testimony will be accepted

4

for each item on the agenda.

5

to testify should sign up at the secretary's

6

desk.

7

minutes.

8

the testimony may be granted subject to the

9

discretion of the Committee Chair.

Those wishing

Testimony shall be limited to three
An additional minute to conclude

If

10

testimony is not completed, an additional

11

three minutes will be given after all others

12

have been heard.

13

state their name for the record and to

14

indicate who they're representing.

15

Testifiers are requested to

To minimize disturbances during the

16

meeting, please turn off all pagers and

17

cellular phones or set them to the silent

18

mode.

19

Members, prior to hearing testimony, I

20

wanted to provide an overview of the items we

21

will be discussing at today's meeting.

22

begin with presentations from the private

23

sector, and there are a number of them today.

24

As I understand, there are several from Oahu

25

who need to get back to the airport for

We'll
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1

flights so we'll, we will definitely be

2

sensitive to that.

3

Once the presentations are through,

4

we'll begin our work, time allowing, on

5

mission statements, vision statements, roles

6

and opportunities which was laid out in the

7

work plan we all agreed to.

8
9
10

Okay.

At this time the Chair will

accept public testimony on today's agenda
item.

11

There are any testifiers?
Okay.

There being none, the public

12

testimony portion of the meeting is now

13

closed.

14

The Chair has invited representing the

15

Department of Public Works and Waste

16

Management, Lloyd Lee, I guess he's not here

17

today.

18

Okay.

19

Codes Division.

20

of Planning, Brian Miskae, Planning Program

21

Administrator, Long Range Planning Division.

22

Representing the Department of Police,

23

Captain Jeff Amaral.

24

also have David Ching of the Mayor's Office

How -- I'm sorry.

He's on his way.

Howard Hanzawa, Engineer, Land Use and
Representing the Department

He's not here yet.

We

25

who is on call if we need him.

He's here.
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Okay.
We have also have, and we appreciate

3

this, the following resource people from the

4

private sector, so I'd first like to call up

5

Rory Frampton representing AT&T Wireless.

6

Good morning.

7

MR. FRAMPTON:

Good morning, Subcommittee Members.

8

I'm Rory Frampton.

I work with the firm of

9

Chris Hart and Partners, and we have done

10

some work for AT&T Wireless Services.

11

couldn't make it here today and they asked

12

that I attend and provide a, just some brief

13

summary information, and I could be available

14

to answer any questions or take information

15

back to them for any questions that you may

16

have and get back to this Subcommittee.

17

They

AT&T Wireless Services right now have,

18

they have 15 sites on Maui that are either

19

online or soon to be online.

20

sites that they just are working on, one's in

21

Upper Kula.

22

do a site in Lower Kula but the community was

23

quite concerned about RF frequencies, and

24

although they had invested quite a bit of

The two recent

They actually had an approval to

25

money into getting this approval in the Lower
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1

Kula site near Kula Elementary School and

2

they actually went to the Planning Commission

3

and got the permit, they decided that they

4

were provided with an opportunity to go into

5

an existing facility, an upper -- a water

6

tank in Upper Kula.

7

about 100 feet high and they were able to

8

mount their equipment below the water tank

9

and actually are pursuing that site and

10

they're just about ready to bring that

11

online, so it kind of set them back in

12

schedule and finances a little bit, but for

13

the betterment of the community, they decided

14

to go up to that upper site.

15

the more recent sites that they're bringing

16

online.

17

It's a raised water tank

That's one of

They're also going to have another site

18

up at Puu Nianiau that's up near Hozmer's

19

Grove.

20

has been set up with Harmer Communications

21

and Haleakala Ranch.

22

people up there from anywhere from Maui Land

23

& Pine, AT&T, there's MCC's classroom -- I'm

It's a telecommunications site that

There's a number of

24

forgetting the terminology but it's the, it's

25

the system that provides the classroom
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1

technology, video classrooms to Hana, Lanai

2

and Molokai, and they have a repeater station

3

up there.

4

locating at that existing facility, which is

5

already an approved telecommunications site.

6

With the, with those two improvements,

But anyways, AT&T is going to be

7

those two new sites that they're bringing

8

online, they don't see any new -- the need

9

for, the need for establishing any new sites

10

on Maui.

11

working with their existing facilities.

12

will be upgrading them.

13

on, online GCM, which is the Global Standard

14

Mobile Communications technology and that'll

15

basically increase the ability to transfer

16

data and to just go through a whole

17

improvement and upgrading in terms of what

18

can be provided with the hand-held or

19

wireless communications.

20

And what they will be doing is
They

They are bringing

So again that's just -- Sorry if I'm

21

fumbling around on that a little bit but they

22

are improving the existing technology that

23

they have at their existing sites basically

24

in a nutshell.

And the, their statement that

25

they don't need any more new sites, that's in
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1

the foreseeable, the near future, so say for

2

the next 15 or 20 months ago.

3

VICE-CHAIR SKOG (TEMPORARY CHAIR):

4

MR. FRAMPTON:

Okay.

And I'm not sure if that's the kind

5

of information that you guys were looking

6

for.

7

with.

That's the information I'm familiar

8

VICE-CHAIR SKOG (TEMPORARY CHAIR):

9

MEMBER McLAUGHLIN:

Sean?

Aloha, Rory, thanks for being

10

here.

You're here on Maui, right, working

11

with Chris Hart, you said?

12

MR. FRAMPTON:

Correct.

13

MEMBER McLAUGHLIN:

I've just, Madame Chair, I

14

don't know if you wanted to sort of hold

15

questions until the folks from Oahu had, had

16

their chance and then can hele on, but if you

17

want to proceed now I have some questions and

18

discussion for Rory.

19

earlier that --

So you had mentioned

20

VICE-CHAIR SKOG (TEMPORARY CHAIR):

21

MEMBER McLAUGHLIN:

22

Right.

-- part of your agenda was

getting those folks taken care of.

Sorry,

23

Rory, not to --

24

MR. FRAMPTON:

That's fine.

25

VICE-CHAIR SKOG (TEMPORARY CHAIR):

I think we can
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10

take a couple questions.
MEMBER McLAUGHLIN:

Okay.

Well, thank you very

3

much for being here.

I think probably your,

4

your late -- your example of the Kula Tower

5

is a really good one of why the County

6

probably needs to have better language in the

7

ordinance and certainly a policy that might

8

have prevented that, invested that, sort of

9

investment that was wasted on the earlier

10

site next to the elementary school, and I

11

think locating on an existing water tank

12

tower on the face of it makes a lot of sense

13

and it's the kind of thing that is built into

14

a lot of telecom ordinances around the

15

country, the antenna siting, that that would

16

have been done earlier so it could have been

17

anticipated.

18

But obviously I guess from my point of

19

view, it looks like the community has really

20

been responded to really well, and although

21

there was some cost to the, to the provider

22

for the relocation, that it's working out

23

really well where basically a community

24

association's water tank is, the antenna is

25

being fitted on there, right?
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1

MR. FRAMPTON:

That's right.

2

MEMBER McLAUGHLIN:

I guess that's -- I, I like

3

that because it's an example of if there had

4

been maybe a little better language to help

5

the provider predict that --

6

MR. FRAMPTON:

7

MEMBER McLAUGHLIN:

8

about that --

9
10

MR. FRAMPTON:

Yeah.

Well --

MEMBER McLAUGHLIN:

11

helped?

12

MR. FRAMPTON:

I guess what's your observation

-- do you think that could be

Well, the basic concern of the

13

community and it was primarily the parents at

14

Haleakala Waldorf School was the concern

15

about potential health impacts from the radio

16

frequency emissions.

17

And, you know, there is a Federal law

18

right now that says that the County, in

19

making their decision on the land use actions

20

involving wireless communications, can't

21

consider the effects of the RF admissions and

22

that the Federal government, as long as you

23

comply with the Federal government's

24

standards in this case, we're well below the

25

standards, I mean like 891 times below what
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1

the health standard was so there was a

2

significant margin of safety.

3

But nevertheless, the community didn't

4

want to hear about that and they were very

5

concerned about the RF emissions, and I think

6

that's the reason why it got approved was

7

because from visual standpoint and just in

8

terms of sensitively siting it from the other

9

types of impacts, you know, it was a pretty

10

good site, and they did do a lot to keep the

11

height down and put it behind existing

12

vegetation.

13

lot of the other concerns.

And so I think we had resolved a

14

And so if anything, there seems to be a

15

need for more education on this RF issue, and

16

I know I was talking with someone from Maui

17

Electric here today and they were trying to

18

do a class or just more education on that for

19

the community and I think when, if he comes

20

up, maybe you guys can talk about that, but

21

that, that was the difficult situation, it

22

was difficult for us too because here we have

23

this allotted government literature and

24

standards and studies that are done worldwide

25

saying that there are no impacts, but then on
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1

the other hand people saying well they don't

2

trust the studies and they're very concerned

3

with them, so it was kind of a difficult

4

situation.

5

I would note too in the urban

6

environment you don't have to go through --

7

in the urban zoned lands, you don't have to

8

go through these type of discretionary

9

permits and they put these antennas all over

10

the buildings and I look at one right out of

11

my window.

12

there is no opportunity for people to voice

13

concerns about their frequency and they're

14

put up all over the place.

15

you go into these discretionary approval

16

processes where there's opportunities for

17

people to voice their concerns.

18

VICE-CHAIR SKOG (TEMPORARY CHAIR):

19

MEMBER PERREIRA:

20

MR. FRAMPTON:

And so if the urban zoned areas,

Rory?

Yes.

It's just when

Jocelyn?

21

MEMBER PERREIRA:

I just would like to say that I,

22

I really appreciate the attitude of the AT&T

23

Wireless.

24

a standard and there's a law that you cannot

25

discriminate because of the emissions and

You know, I know that the, there's
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1

what have you, but there are, the community's

2

feeling out there, I think, was handled very

3

sensitively and I think that the fact that

4

you folks are probably going to be a good

5

example to look at.

6

probably want to have a few examples of the

7

way to handle a situation like this and I, I

8

appreciate you working within the existing

9

facilities and trying to upgrade those.

10

I think at some point we

And maybe do you have any information

11

relative to the upgrading, you know, what; in

12

other words, what, what are you adding on,

13

what are some of the things you're adding on

14

that, that you would have, you could have

15

made it easier perhaps to just add another

16

site but instead you're going to use an

17

existing site and upgrading it, you know,

18

like --

19

MR. FRAMPTON:

20

MEMBER PERREIRA:

I think there's two parts --- that we can use like as a

21

guideline --

22

MR. FRAMPTON:

Yeah.

23

MEMBER PERREIRA:

-- to just have, like as an

24

example, if people want to do additional

25

sites, perhaps there could be, you know, a
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1

guideline placed in, put in place so that

2

there's a point to which you have to utilize

3

an existing facility before you ask for

4

another location.

5

MR. FRAMPTON:

Yeah.

I think in terms of the

6

technology and what do you do with your

7

existing sites to make them better --

8

MEMBER PERREIRA:

9

MR. FRAMPTON:

Right.

-- I think that would be better left

10

for the people who are experts in that area.

11

But in terms of what like what we did in that

12

Kula area --

13

MEMBER PERREIRA:

14

MR. FRAMPTON:

Right.

-- we used an existing facility, an

15

existing structure in order to get the height

16

that was needed to mount the equipment.

17

terms what type of equipment upgrades you can

18

do at your existing sites --

19

MEMBER PERREIRA:

Yeah, that's what I mean.

In

20

MR. FRAMPTON:

-- to make better coverage, I think

21

I could, I'm probably not the best person to

22

talk about that.

23

either information from AT&T or maybe some of

24

the other people here today could answer

25

that.

I could get you either,
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MEMBER PERREIRA:

I, I personally would appreciate

2

getting some of that information on what

3

they're doing for their upgrade.

4

MR. FRAMPTON:

Yeah, because essentially what it is

5

where they have towers or they have panel

6

antennas on existing buildings, they're,

7

they're replacing them or adding new

8

equipment onto those structures to improve

9

the --

10

MEMBER PERREIRA:

11

MR. FRAMPTON:

12

MEMBER PERREIRA:

Do you think --

-- capacity of them.
-- they would be willing to give

13

us like a one-page kind of synopsis of what

14

they're doing?

15

MR. FRAMPTON:

I could certainly ask them.

16

MEMBER PERREIRA:

17

VICE-CHAIR SKOG (TEMPORARY CHAIR):

18

MR. MISKAE:

19

MR. FRAMPTON:

I appreciate that.

Mr. Miskae?

I've got one for Rory -Yes.

Thank you.

20

MR. MISKAE:

21

VICE-CHAIR SKOG (TEMPORARY CHAIR):

22

-- which I'm sure you --

but go ahead.

23

MR. MISKAE:

24

VICE-CHAIR SKOG (TEMPORARY CHAIR):

25

Sean has one

Sorry?

but go ahead.

Sean has one

Go ahead.
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1

MEMBER McLAUGHLIN:

2

MR. MISKAE:

After you.

After you, Brian.

You probably can't answer this but I'm

3

going to throw it out and maybe one of the

4

other people when they come up, you raise an

5

interesting point about these facilities on

6

buildings within the urban areas.

7

wondering if in looking at some of the

8

buildings there's like forests of these

9

things.

10
11
12

I'm

Is RF cumulative, is the RF

emissions cumulative?
MR. FRAMPTON:

I, I'd better defer that question to

someone else.

13

MR. MISKAE:

Thank you.

14

MR. FRAMPTON:

15

VICE-CHAIR SKOG (TEMPORARY CHAIR):

16

MEMBER McLAUGHLIN:

Yeah.

Thank you.

Sean?

And I'm, I'm sure

17

somebody will want to comment on that one for

18

you, Brian, after.

19

Thank you for clarifying about the

20

jurisdiction on the RF emissions and I think

21

we're, we all -- And that's one of the thing

22

we're trying to clarify for the County's role

23

here is if the Federal government and the FCC

24

has effectively through law and regulation

25

there preempted the Counties from even
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looking into that, then we certainly want to

2

steer clear of involving ourselves in that.

3

I think other jurisdictions have found

4

it sort of taints the ordinance if you put

5

anything in there that, you know, that would

6

step beyond what is the jurisdiction of the

7

County.

8

transmission, emission, radiation and

9

emission issues, I think we are clearly

10

preempted by the Feds and the FCC will

11

regulate that, so the people who have those

12

issues need to go there, I guess, would be

13

that point.

14

So in that sense, those RF

But my -- I have a couple of questions

15

and maybe these are to follow up with, but

16

I'd be curious if AT&T Wireless has any

17

antenna site on public facilities, and if so,

18

what kind of either compensation agreements

19

might be in place between AT&T Wireless and

20

the County for those sites or vice versa, the

21

County may be sharing a site and co-locating

22

with AT&T Wireless and if there's any

23

existing agreement between the County and

24

AT&T Wireless in terms of communications

25

infrastructure.

So that's a question that I
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have.

19

Maybe you could follow up for us.

MR. FRAMPTON:

I, I could follow up with you on

that.

4

MEMBER McLAUGHLIN:

5

MR. FRAMPTON:

6

MEMBER McLAUGHLIN:

7

MR. FRAMPTON:

And --

I could add just -Yeah.

I know in general -- We have been

8

contracted by various firms in the past and

9

that question usually always comes up, and

10

especially with regards to the utility

11

companies as well, and that the -- and this

12

is a generalized comment that we get back and

13

I'm just summarizing here.

14

answer would be well, we don't like to deal

15

with the bureaucracies of either the County

16

government or the State government or even

17

the utilities because it takes forever to go

But typically the

18

through their process to get, to get on one

19

of their facilities.

20

easier time to just go to a private entity

21

and it's just, you know, the path of least

22

resistance.

23

MEMBER McLAUGHLIN:

24
25

And I find it much

So then those compensation

agreements get worked out privately?
MR. FRAMPTON:

Correct.
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20

MEMBER McLAUGHLIN:

And in the regulation of the

2

wireless providers, those don't become public

3

information, they stay as confidential

4

private information or do those maybe at the

5

permit, at the point of the permit if it's a

6

special use, is there any point at which that

7

information is captured or made available

8

publicly?

9

MR. FRAMPTON:

Not really.

The rental rates or the

10

lease rates, no, it's not usually made

11

public.

12

MEMBER McLAUGHLIN:

And I think that's one of the

13

things that's -- again has come up, and when

14

you look at model ordinances for antenna

15

siting, I think the idea that one private

16

landholder in a development in an area, and I

17

guess we had our example and it wasn't AT&T,

18

it was another provider, can negotiate an

19

agreement with one community member that

20

maybe impacts others in the compensation that

21

flows only to that one property owner as

22

opposed to the community as a whole.

23

And, and I guess that's to me another

24

reason why you came up with a good example of

25

siting on a water tank and the whole
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1

community sort of getting behind it and

2

sharing in the compensation, so the

3

compensation -- That's a good example

4

where -- And maybe regulation wouldn't help.

5

It's a matter of sort of getting out of the

6

way or helping the market place figure out

7

how to do that but it's, it's obviously an

8

imbalance when the compensation flows to one

9

person and others are impacted without

10
11

compensation so -MR. FRAMPTON:

And, and I think you're aware that

12

in that example with the water tank, it was a

13

privately owned water tank, it wasn't the

14

County's water tank.

15

MEMBER McLAUGHLIN:

16

MR. FRAMPTON:

Right.

Right.

It was privately owned and operated

17

by the neighborhood community association.

18

MEMBER McLAUGHLIN:

19

MR. FRAMPTON:

20

MEMBER McLAUGHLIN:

Right.

Yeah.
So I, I guess my last question

21

is kind of general for you, but as a planner

22

trying to help providers develop

23

infrastructure on the ground, I guess some of

24

what you've learned as far as the different

25

jurisdictions, I think your general comment
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1

is appreciated that the less bureaucracy you

2

have to deal with, the more efficient the

3

process will be.

4

But if you have observations about or

5

you can inform us like what, did you have to

6

deal with FCC at all, did you have to deal

7

with State agencies if you're doing a typical

8

antenna site?

9

is a good example.

Maybe even that one up in Kula
Even it's, it's on

10

private property and all of that, did you

11

require State, you know, Federal, State or

12

local permissions?

13

MR. FRAMPTON:

As, as long as the carrier, the

14

carrier's equipment, and they usually handle

15

that, their technical engineers, as long as

16

that equipment is, conforms to the standards

17

that this has been promulgated by the Federal

18

government, then they really don't need to do

19

anything and then it becomes local permits,

20

either electrical permits, building permits

21

or land use permits.

22

And when they've come to us, I've

23

generally recommended that they go whatever

24

the, at all costs go look for an existing

25

structure that you can put it on and in the
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urban district, and it's just because it's a

2

much easier process and all they need is a

3

building permit and they don't go through

4

this lengthy entitlement process.

5

Perhaps, you know, in the agricultural

6

district the, the language -- You know, it

7

took a little work to get an interpretation

8

that we could put it on the water tank and

9

it's because it's not really clear when you

10
11

talk about the -Telecommunications equipment is listed

12

as a special use and what we've got, the

13

interpretation is really that what they're

14

really trying to regulate are the towers, the

15

equipment towers and not the little panel

23

16
17

antennas themselves.
And, but that took some work and maybe

18

so if you looked at the agricultural

19

ordinance, the rural ordinance and maybe

20

clarify or make it easier to put equipment

21

onto existing structures, that might make it

22

easier to, to steer these guys in the right

23

direction.

24
25

MEMBER McLAUGHLIN:

Okay.

Thank you very much for

being here and providing this information.
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1

MR. FRAMPTON:

Thank you.

2

VICE-CHAIR SKOG (TEMPORARY CHAIR):

I had a follow

3

up question and you've touched on some of it

4

but, and maybe you can't speak in this way

5

for AT&T but if you could find out from them

6

and this would be the same for the others in

7

the industry, what, what shall -- as you

8

continue to do business in Maui, and I'm

9

assuming expand business, what challenges and

10

opportunities does the company see moving

11

forward as they try to continue to do

12

business here?

13

MR. FRAMPTON:

Okay.

And I can, I can only answer

14

that in a very narrow scope and it comes from

15

mainly a land use planner, land use planning

16

perspective but it's just, it's dealing with

17

some of these ordinances.

18

I think we have this technology that is

19

just ever changing and a quote I heard the

20

other day was well, two years is a lifetime

21

in terms of telecommunications.

22

to, trying to change laws or codes and, and

23

be very specific to these things, it's like

24

you might always be one step behind and I

25

think you need to look for ways that are more

And trying
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1

incentive-based or, I don't know, ways that

2

would make it easier.

3

I think that example of making the

4

ordinance a little bit more clear in terms of

5

what they're trying to regulate, because if

6

the language, I think, literally reads

7

telecommunications antenna that requires a

8

special use permit.

9

you know, the antenna on top of my house or

10

And that, that could be,

it could be a satellite dish.

11

And, and that technology has been

12

changing a lot and I think in the future, you

13

know, the antenna themselves might be getting

14

a lot smaller.

They might need a lot less

15

energy.

16

frequencies or even satellite communications

17

and it's just an ever-changing --

18

They might be working on different

I think that's just something to be

19

aware of I think in the back of everybody's

20

mind is that, you know, the, the people that

21

wrote these codes never even dreamed of

22

hand-held telephones 30 years ago and, and

23

it's hard to keep the code up to the

24

ever-changing pace.

25

VICE-CHAIR SKOG (TEMPORARY CHAIR):

Keep up with
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the technology, right.

2

MR. FRAMPTON:

And that's just a real general --

3

VICE-CHAIR SKOG (TEMPORARY CHAIR):

That's the

4

point.

Right, so how, how we can, how we can

5

be ahead of -- Or, not ahead of it but just

6

stay abreast --

7

MR. FRAMPTON:

8

VICE-CHAIR SKOG (TEMPORARY CHAIR):

9

I think either stay --- of the

changes that are coming --

10

MR. FRAMPTON:

-- abreast or keep that in mind --

11

VICE-CHAIR SKOG (TEMPORARY CHAIR):

12

MR. FRAMPTON:

13

VICE-CHAIR SKOG (TEMPORARY CHAIR):

Yes.

-- in working on the language -Yes.

14

MR. FRAMPTON:

-- that we have to build it so that

15

it's robust or that it can withstand these

16

changes.

17

VICE-CHAIR SKOG (TEMPORARY CHAIR):

18

other questions, Members?

19

much.

Okay.

Any

Thank you very

20

MR. FRAMPTON:

Thank you.

21

VICE-CHAIR SKOG (TEMPORARY CHAIR):

Okay.

The next

22

resource person would be Roy Irei, who is

23

representing VoiceStream Wireless.

24
25

MR. IREI:

Good morning, Vice-Chair Skog and

Members of the Subcommittee of the -RALPH ROSENBERG COURT REPORTERS
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1

Subcommittee on Communication Infrastructure.

2

I am Roy Irei, Site Development Manager

3

of VoiceStream Wireless.

4

of those written testimonies that I've

5

submitted and just briefly touch up on those

6

subject areas.

7

I'll just give some

As an introduction, GSM accounts were

8

approximately 70 percent of the total digital

9

wireless market which VoiceStream is a part

10

of.

VoiceStream is the only U.S. wireless

11

telecommunications provider with a national

12

GSM wireless technology network which gives

13

customers that are using their VoiceStream

14

phone numbers when traveling internationally

15

with the use of a triband phone and supports

16

the capabilities for other GSM customers

17

traveling to the United States, which

18

includes customers that are traveling inbound

19

for international markets into such as Maui,

20

Big Island, Oahu.

21

And the present infrastructure of

22

VoiceStream Wireless, we currently have 19

23

sites servicing the Island of Maui.

24

basic configuration of these sites are,

25

consists of four flat panel antennas in each

And the
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1

sector and there are three sectors on each

2

site.

3

Now, as far as each wireless carriers,

4

the configuration may differ but VoiceStream

5

uses three sector site.

6

this, these antennas there are approximately

7

two or sometimes three base transeiver

8

stations measured approximately five feet

9

tall, five feet wide by two feet deep

And included within

10

transmitting and receiving signals between

11

1850, 1,850 to 1950 megahertz.

12

Some other miscellaneous equipments

13

are, includes GPS antennas, radios, cables,

14

electric meter and power boxes.

15

any one of those container size equipment

16

shelter to house our equipments.

17

equipments basically are outdoor cameras to

18

begin with.

19

We don't use

The

In areas where there are no landline

20

phone services, a microwave, microwave dish

21

will be necessary.

22

VoiceStream Wireless is licensed by the

23

FCC and we are governed by the FCC, and we

24

are here to adhere to strict rules and

25

regulation as with all of the other wireless
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1

companies such as AT&T, Sprint, Verizon and

2

Nextel.

3

Planned new construction.

VoiceStream

4

-- Well, let me correct.

5

only planned area that VoiceStream plans to

6

build this year.

7

considered.

8

generated by customer demand and

9

capacity-driven therefore difficult to

10
11
12

South Kihei is the

No other sites are being

Needs on sites are usually

determine ahead of time.
Now, as far as capacity-driven, it's
defined as an antenna facility.

Phone usage

13

constantly increasing the demand for that

14

particular antenna site which needs to be

15

modified to address the needs -- the increase

16

of usage in this area.

17

adding additional radios or what we call a

18

cell split.

19

adding a new antenna facility, facility

20

within an area of high usage.

21

This is addressed by

A cell split is defined by

New technology.

We can never predict

22

exactly where the technology is heading.

As

23

an example, our basic phones had a capability

24

of receiving faxes so we could download a fax

25

whenever we get to a fax machine.

Just about
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1

six months ago, we came out with our GPRS

2

phones which enable us to access the internet

3

and receive web pages and receive e-mail and

4

transmit e-mail.

5

ago, we came out with a blackberry, which is

6

like a palm pilot, and gave us the capability

7

of entering into e-commerce or a wireless

8

computer technology.

9

And just about two months

As far as site selection, the general

10

areas are dependent upon customer demand.

11

Specific site selection depends on the

12

presence of power telephone, telephone lines,

13

geographic terrain, natural obstructions such

14

as building, trees, et cetera.

15

Our typical site would generally give

16

us a coverage range of approximately three

17

miles to seven miles.

18

on the carriers.

19

frequencies and that, that kind of gives us

20

the determination of the range coverage.

21

Now that all depends

We all operate at different

In addition to that, it depends on the

22

geographic terrain of the surrounding area.

23

There may be trees, buildings.

24

of obstructions limit our coverage areas.

25

Our signals will not penetrate through trees

Those types
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if surrounded by them.
As an example, if you -- the ordinance

3

kind of restrict us to limit the height of

4

our monopole antennas at a level of tree

5

lines, we can't penetrate our signals, so

6

therefore it doesn't serve the purpose of

7

having a facility to be placed behind trees.

8

Within an urban area, as Rory had

9

mentioned for AT&T, we will look for the

10

tallest man-made structure such as building

11

tops or rooftops.

In areas with no

12

buildings, we'll look for existing towers or

13

monopoles before considering constructing a

14

new tower providing that it will meet our

15

objectives.

16

That's basically the format that most

17

of the carriers that will use -- will follow,

18

and if there's an existing tower, of course,

19

we'll you know, co-locate-locate where we can

20

encourage like -- For example, we've been

21

involved with the big, Big Island task force

22

and where Mr. (____) was setting that up for

23

the Big Island County and trying to encourage

24

the -- as a way to encourage the carriers to

25

co-locate -RALPH ROSENBERG COURT REPORTERS
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You know, what we did was recommend

2

that the County ordinance there on the Big

3

Island is to make the co-location permitting

4

process a lot simpler, so what it does is it

5

directs the carriers to go for that tower.

6

And that's a concept maybe you should kind of

7

look into also.

8
9
10

As far as new partnership,
partnershipping is a co-location concept but
it should not just be limited to wireless

32

11

carriers.

12

companies such as Hawaiian Tel, GTE, Verizon

13

Hawaii or Hawaiian Electric, there's

14

Hawaiian -- Maui Electric, I should say, MECO

15

power poles.

16

police towers, fire towers -- the radio

17

communication towers.

18

other communication towers out here that

19

could be utilized.

20

questions?

21
22
23

County towers, other utility

If the police permits, the

There are so many

That's -- Are there any

VICE-CHAIR SKOG (TEMPORARY CHAIR):

Thank you.

Any

questions, Members?
MEMBER PERREIRA:

I have one question for Howard.

24

You know, I'm a little bit concerned about

25

Brian's question about the cumulative
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1

effects.

And do you have a diagram or some

2

information where all of these companies have

3

these located?

4

MR. HANZAWA:

5

VICE-CHAIR SKOG (TEMPORARY CHAIR):

6

MR. HANZAWA:

7

that.

8

different carriers and the utilities.

9
10

No, we don't have sites.

No.

Yeah.

We, we don't have anything like

We'd have to ask, you know, the

VICE-CHAIR SKOG (TEMPORARY CHAIR):
with them?

To provide you

11
12

MR. HANZAWA:

Yeah, and, you know, it would just be

a request because --

13

MEMBER PERREIRA:

14

MR. HANZAWA:

They don't have to comply?

Well, if it's, it's all private

15

entities, yeah?

16

information.

17

MEMBER PERREIRA:

So we wouldn't have that

I'm wondering how we can get that

18

information because I mean even if we had all

19

of the companies' antenna site s and we knew

20

at least where they're located, one has 15

21

sites, one has 19 sites, somebody else has

22

more, where they're partnering in different

23

locations that they're utilizing the same

24

building site or what-have-you, I think that

25

would be something that we should take a look
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at.

2

VICE-CHAIR SKOG (TEMPORARY CHAIR):

3

MR. MISKAE:

Brian?

Madame Chair, in response to Member

4

Perreira's question, the Planning Department

5

is currently conducting an inventory of all

6

of these facilities and hopefully we'll have

7

the physical location of all of these done

8

shortly.

9

MEMBER PERREIRA:

So when you say shortly, you mean

10
11

in the next couple of weeks?
MR. MISKAE:

Maybe couple months at the outside,

12

but it's part of our, our public facility

13

infrastructure inventory that we're doing for

14

our general plan process.

15

MEMBER PERREIRA:

16

MR. MISKAE:

So --

We've included cellular communication

17

facilities as well, so hopefully the

18

providers will be happy to provide the

19

information to our consultant.

20
21
22

MEMBER PERREIRA:

requested it from them?
MR. MISKAE:

We're in the process of doing that as

23

we speak.

24

MEMBER PERREIRA:

25

So you've, you've already

Does anybody have a running total

of how many sites in any way, shape or form?
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If Luka doesn't have it, I can't

2

imagine anybody in the County would.

Maybe

3

the FCC does.

4

the longitude and latitude of each of these

5

things are.

6

MEMBER PERREIRA:

Maybe they know exactly where

Yeah.

I think if, if at all

7

possible that we can get that kind of

8

information, I think that would be very

9

helpful in trying to determine -- Because we

10

go back to Councilman Hokama's question of,

11

you know, how many do we have to have in

12

here, how much is maybe too much, and I think

13

that would be very helpful to get that so at

14

least we have some idea and we can plan for

15

maybe, you know, a certain amount that is,

16

you know, that would be acceptable in the

17

foreseeable future.

18

VICE-CHAIR SKOG (TEMPORARY CHAIR):

Are there any

19

other questions for our resource person

20

though?

21
22

MEMBER McLAUGHLIN:

Thanks for being

here.

23

MR. IREI:

24

MEMBER McLAUGHLIN:

25

Aloha Roy.

Thank you.
Appreciate your presentation.

I thought it was very thoughtful and
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particularly giving us some references to

2

other jurisdictions and what they're doing,

3

the Big Island's co-location encouragement I

4

think is a good example for us.

5

I, I just have a -- I guess you heard

6

my questions for the AT&T guys and I have

7

some more ones for VoiceStream, whether you

8

have any existing sites that involve

36

9

agreements as far as being public facilities

10

or if you have any existing agreements with

11

the County for either use of sites or sharing

12

or co-location with the County and what kinds

13

of compensation agreements you might have and

14

what they look, like if there's a template

15

that, that you have that we could see, I

16

think that would be helpful.

17

MR. IREI:

We have a total of 150 sites throughout

18

the State.

I can't keep track exactly who we

19

have our licenses with and, but I am aware of

20

that we were trying to enter into an

21

agreement with the Water Department here.

22

And ideally we like to try and work with the

23

public agencies in particularly, but at times

24

time is of essence for us and usually those

25

agencies doesn't really process the license
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in such a timely manner to meet our needs.
But back in Honolulu County, Honolulu,

3

City and County of Honolulu, they do have a

4

master template available for wireless

5

carriers and that does expedite the process

6

for us.

7

then the agency or the department that's

8

involved with that particular facility would

As soon as the plans are drawn up,

9

review the plans and they'll make some

10

comments and the City will sign off on that

11

template.

12

And to Big, the Big Island County is

13

starting to look at opening up some of their

14

public land areas and they are trying to

15

encourage some of those city towers also.

16
17
18

MEMBER McLAUGHLIN:
helpful.

Great.

That, that's real

I appreciate that.

I have a couple more questions but

19

they're kind of tied together and that is

20

relating to emergency communications and you

21

mentioned the GPS for the E-911 service so

22

that's, if I understand correctly, that's to

23

allow 911 operators to be able to identify

24

the location of a caller on a mobile phone

25

and will actually be a huge leap forward, I
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1

think, for emergency providers by being able

2

to locate where those calls are coming from.

3

And do I understand correctly and is that

4

something that we can anticipate having

5

available in Maui County in the near future?

6
7

MR. IREI:

Yes.

We're mandated by FCC to have the

GPS service available within a certain

8

timeframe.

9

some time towards the end of this year mainly

10

because the manufacturer was not able to come

11

up with a design to meet our needs.

12

we're hope, hoping to have this in place very

13

shortly.

14

That expiration was extended to

MEMBER McLAUGHLIN:

And

And I guess my, my last sort of

15

related to that is as, as I think you know,

16

the Maui Police Department has been

17

participating here in our discussions and so

18

I guess we're learning through them they're

19

aware of, how they interact with the other

20

communication providers.

21

to, to note that for you and if you could

22

identify for us any ways that we can make

23

that relationship work better overall I think

24

that's something that we'd be looking at in

25

recommendations to the Council.

And I just wanted
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The Maui Police Department has

2

been very cooperative with us and we've been

3

cooperative with them, vice versa.

4

been in touch with them as far as -- The

5

permitting process is in place so we would

6

not interfere with their signals.

7

And we've

The Maui Police Department operate

8

approximately 800 megahertz and we're in the

9

1850 to 1950 and there is couple sites that

10

we have our antennas where their antennas are

11

also located, and it was proven that our

12

signals does not interfere with the County's

13

signal system.

14

MEMBER McLAUGHLIN:

Madame Chair, I actually have,

15

have one, one last kind of question and

16

actually a point to make for the other

17

presenters as well, and that is you indicated

18

the site, the number of sites, 19 sites from

19

Island of Maui, and I guess the reminder is

20

the jurisdiction is the County, is a

21

multi-island County and I think the services

22

to the remote rural islands are probably

23

going to be particularly important as a

24

matter of policy for the County to ensure

25

delivery of service and availability of
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services to remote areas, not only of this

2

island, the east end, but also of Molokai and

3

Lanai.

4

The one --

So I guess I just was asking if you

5

could try to include information about

6

Molokai and Lanai, and I think one of the

40

7

things that we'll find as we look at the

8

infrastructure is the way that some of the

9

signals step across the islands.

10

Molokai may not have had very much

11

service available but they sure have a heck

12

of a lot of capacity bouncing off of that

13

island that so far, I mean as my personal

14

observation hasn't really benefitted the

15

residents of that island in the same way

16

considering the amount of signal paths that

17

go over there.

18

you if you could maybe provide some

19

additional information about Molokai and

20

Lanai and, for us.

21

MR. IREI:

Yeah.

So I, I just would encourage

We currently have no service on

22

these islands, Maui -- Lanai and Molokai but

23

do plan to service those islands some time in

24

the future.

25

date yet but we're looking to service those

There is no planned schedule
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islands.
Now, our signals does not propagate or

3

transmit over the water to cover those

4

islands.

5

on that island to service those islands.

6

We need to have a facility placed

MEMBER McLAUGHLIN:

Thank you.

7

VICE-CHAIR SKOG (TEMPORARY CHAIR):

I, I had one

8

other question.

In, in setting up these 19

9

sites on Maui, did you have any extraordinary

10

challenges in doing that, and if so, what

11

were they?

12

MR. IREI:

No.

I mean not so much.

We try to

13

deal, work with the community in those areas

14

prior to constructing any sites and get some

15

of the feedbacks.

16

on roof tops.

17

I can't recall exactly where, but they may be

18

in industrial areas.

19

Most of our facilities are

There's a few monopole sites.

But by placing those antennas on the

20

building tops, it gives us the opportunity to

21

kind of obscure the antennas by having those

22

antennas blend into the walls or the roof

23

tops and so it gives some sort of camouflage

24

effect.

25

VICE-CHAIR SKOG (TEMPORARY CHAIR):

Are you saying
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1

you ordinarily, were you going into, I guess,

2

a residential area, you ordinarily --

3

MR. IREI:

No.

4

VICE-CHAIR SKOG (TEMPORARY CHAIR):

5

MR. IREI:

You do not?

No, I mean I'm talking about commercial

6

buildings.

7

VICE-CHAIR SKOG (TEMPORARY CHAIR):

8

MR. IREI:

9

Okay.

Those type of structures.

Okay.

We have not

encountered any sort of difficulty but

10

probably the South Kihei, the one we'll be

11

trying to attempt to construct, I don't know

12

where that will sit.

13

first attempt yet so --

14

We haven't made our

VICE-CHAIR SKOG (TEMPORARY CHAIR):

And in terms of

15

the regulatory structure, have you had any --

16

You had mentioned, I guess, on Oahu they have

17

a master template?

18

MR. IREI:

19

VICE-CHAIR SKOG (TEMPORARY CHAIR):

20

Yes.

something you recommend --

21

MR. IREI:

22

VICE-CHAIR SKOG (TEMPORARY CHAIR):

23
24
25

Is that

Yeah, that --- in terms of

streamlining?
MR. IREI:

Streamlining the process.

But as far as

the -- What I find -- Rory sort of covered
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6
7

just kind of drag things on.
But the ruling of the State Supreme

8

Court on the Curtis decision kind of changed

9

the interpretation of that State Land Use Law

10

translating the, the use of antennas and

11

towers.

12

of cleared up.

13

basically.

14
15

That, that wording needs to be sort
An antenna is not a tower

VICE-CHAIR SKOG (TEMPORARY CHAIR):

able to follow up in writing just --

16

MR. IREI:

17

VICE-CHAIR SKOG (TEMPORARY CHAIR):

18

expanded explanation of that?

Sure.

19

MR. IREI:

20

VICE-CHAIR SKOG (TEMPORARY CHAIR):

21
22
23

Would you be

-- a more

Uh-huh.
I think that

would be useful.
MR. IREI:

The, the -- As far as the permitting

process, could I add one more thing?

24

VICE-CHAIR SKOG (TEMPORARY CHAIR):

25

MR. IREI:

Sure.

See, on the County of Big Island, we
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5

not sure if we need to file those permit

6

applications concurrently or it can be done

7

concurrently or needs to be two separate

8

applications but usually those type of things

9

holds back our process.

10
11

VICE-CHAIR SKOG (TEMPORARY CHAIR):
right.

Okay.

All

Yes, Jocelyn?

12

MEMBER PERREIRA:

13

MR. IREI:

14

MEMBER PERREIRA:

Yeah.

Roy?

Yes.
I would like to thank you.

I

15

really enjoyed your presentation.

16

very informative.

17

When you go out, and you say you have

18

discussions with the people in the

19

communities and the areas that you're trying

20

to locate these, what kind of process do you

21

follow if you want to locate a tower or an

22

antenna in a residential area?

23

MR. IREI:

It's very,

I have one last question.

Basically what, what we've done is that

24

we sent the letters out to the residents

25

within that area informing them of our
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In the total area or just in a

certain amount of feet?
MR. IREI:

Like 500 feet.

And from there, friends

5

will tell their friends and the words would

6

sort of somehow get out.

7

more like an initial meeting that will get

8

the immediate neighbors together and kind of

9

work, try to work things out.

10

That would be like,

There, there's a lot of times where the

11

neighbors doesn't really care so they don't

12

contact us at all.

13

attempts to see if we can locate the phone

14

numbers and give them a call to see if

15

they're concerned about it or not.

16
17
18

MEMBER PERREIRA:

And we do make some

But do you have a public meeting

or do you try to -MR. IREI:

Those would be considered like a public

19

meeting or community meeting that will --

20

The, the next step, what we typically do is

21

like have two or three meetings for the

22

community.

23

informal meeting with the immediate neighbors

24

and there will be a second meeting.

25

there's a real big concern, then we set up a

The first meeting will be an

If
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1

bigger meeting with the community in that

2

area.

3

MEMBER PERREIRA:

But, you know, do you publish a

4

notice of a meeting in the paper other than

5

just mailing to people 500 square feet?

6

MR. IREI:

7

MEMBER PERREIRA:

8

MR. IREI:

9
10

500 feet radius?
500 feet radius, yes.

Excuse me.

No, we haven't really published anything

in the newspaper.
MEMBER PERREIRA:

So if, if the immediate

11

neighbors, and let's say some of them have

12

large properties, you could be dealing with

13

just maybe one or two people?

14

MR. IREI:

Well, the large property but the, the

15

neighbors would be considered from the

16

property line, not the site itself.

17

you measure 500 feet from the property line,

18

you will contact a lot more neighbors.

19

MEMBER PERREIRA:

So if

But, but you don't do any public

20

outreach other than just have something for

21

those directly affected?

22

MR. IREI:

Yeah.

Either that or we get in touch

23

with the Council, the Councilman, the

24

Councilperson of that district too and inform

25

them, see what can be done too.
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And that's, that is just a matter

of your process?
MR. IREI:

Yeah.

4

MEMBER PERREIRA:

5

VICE-CHAIR SKOG (TEMPORARY CHAIR):

6
7
8

Thank you very much.
Mr. Lee, did

you have a question?
MR. LEE:

Oh, just, just a couple points.

Lloyd

Lee from Public Works.

9

On your 19 sites that you have already

10

existing and you're proposing a site in

11

Kihei, to assist the County as far as the

12

master inventory of these sites, are, is it

13

possible that you can give a map to us as far

14

as the location of those 19 sites?

15

know you said you weren't sure of the Kihei

16

site yet, but as the general vicinity as far

17

as where you plan to put the next site?

18

MR. IREI:

19

MR. LEE:

20

MR. IREI:

21
22

And I

Yeah.
If you could furnish us that information.
Sure.

How can I, can I get in touch

with you, Lloyd?
MR. LEE:

Just Public Works.

Send it to the County

23

of Maui, Department of Public Works and Waste

24

Management, Attention to David Goode, 200

25

South High Street, Wailuku.
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Okay.
Yeah.

Just get it to us and then we can

3

go to the Planning Department and get a site

4

because we need to have a master inventory of

5

the sites, not only your company, of course,

6

we'll be asking other companies to furnish

7

that information also.

8

In relation to, I guess, what Ms.

9

Perreira was saying as far as information, I

10

know you have 19 sites.

11

that are already existing, how many hearings

12

or informational meetings you guys had to

13

establish these sites?

14

MR. IREI:

Are these 19 sites

These sites were built back about five

15

years ago, and I recently joined the company

16

about two and a half years ago so most of

17

those sites were built prior to the time I

18

got on with the company.

19

MR. LEE:

20

know.

21
22

I see.

Okay.

That's all I wanted to

Thank you.

VICE-CHAIR SKOG (TEMPORARY CHAIR):

you send that information to the Committee?

23

MR. IREI:

24

VICE-CHAIR SKOG (TEMPORARY CHAIR):

25

Actually, could

Sure.
On, on the site

locations as well?
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Okay.
I, I did have a

3

follow up, Mr. Miskae, if you -- do you have

4

an answer to the question of whether the

5

permits can be filed simultaneously?

6

MR. MISKAE:

Yes, they can.

We, we process things

7

concurrently rather than, rather than

8

consecutively now.

9
10
11

VICE-CHAIR SKOG (TEMPORARY CHAIR):
you.

Okay.

Thank

Yes?

MEMBER PERREIRA:

A request for Mr. Miskae.

Mr.

12

Miskae, if you have some information from

13

these providers, sites available if they're

14

coming in or trickling in, I, I would be

15

appreciative if you could share some of that

16

with the Committee.

17

helpful if we know how many sites and where

18

they're located.

19

I think it's really

VICE-CHAIR SKOG (TEMPORARY CHAIR):

I think that

20

was the intention based on last year's --

21

last, two meetings ago you mentioned that you

22

were doing the, the GIS approach to gathering

23

the information and one of the leaders was

24

going to be the telecom.

25

MR. MISKAE:

I could check with the, with the
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2

with this.

Interestingly enough at the

3

second to the last meeting where I was

4

attending, I was talking to Captain Amaral

5

about the police sites and, you know, in

6

terms of security and that sort of thing and

7

he said it's public information.

8

every site filed by longitude and latitude,

9

so it may be that this information is readily

10

available.

11

and plot it.

12

The FCC has

All we got to do is just get it

VICE-CHAIR SKOG (TEMPORARY CHAIR):

Okay.

I would

13

like to request that we get that information

14

please because, you know, we've asked that

15

from the County people where their sites are

16

and what-have-you and I think that is just

17

very helpful.

18

interested at some point to where the sites

19

are, so I would request that we get that

20

information.

I think the public may be

21

VICE-CHAIR SKOG (TEMPORARY CHAIR):

22

MR. GARNEAU:

Okay.

Greg?

Roy, I just had one question.

As

23

part of the Subcommittee, we're going to be

24

looking at making changes to our ordinance to

25

facilitate some of the issues you talked
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1

about like co-location and so forth, and you

2

mentioned there was a Big Island task force.

3

Is there a contact person that you know of

4

there that I could get in contact with to, to

5

talk with them about what they've gone

6

through so we perhaps don't reinvent the

7

wheel if they've considered some of these

8

issues already?

9

MR. IREI:

Councilwoman Nancy Pesikio.

10

MR. GARNEAU:

What's her last name?

11

MR. IREI:

12

VICE-CHAIR SKOG (TEMPORARY CHAIR):

13

there any further questions?

I'm sorry.

Pesikio.

14

MR. GARNEAU:

15

VICE-CHAIR SKOG (TEMPORARY CHAIR):

16

MEMBER McLAUGHLIN:

Okay.

Are

Thank you.
Sean?

Well, it just occurred to me

17

that when we looked at the police radio

18

system that one of the sites was on the Big

19

Island, so I'm just curious do you have cell

20

sites on the Big Island that are serving Maui

21

as far as a service area?

22

MR. IREI:

23

MEMBER McLAUGHLIN:

24

VICE-CHAIR SKOG (TEMPORARY CHAIR):

25

No, we're not.
Thank you.
Okay.

If

there's no further questions, I'd like to
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1

move along.

Thank you very much.

2

MR. IREI:

3

VICE-CHAIR SKOG (TEMPORARY CHAIR):

4

Thank you.
That was really

helpful.

5

Peter Jaeger representing Nextel.

6

Morning.

7

MR. JAEGER:

Good morning.

My name is Peter Jaeger

8

and I'm the Technical Operations Manager for

9

Nextel Communications here in Hawaii and I'm

10

pleased to be here today to kind of give you

11

some insight as to how Nextel approaches cell

12

site development and so on.

13

Nextel uses what we call I-net

14

technology for its two-way and cellular

15

interconnect communications.

16

the 850 to 870 megahertz band for our

17

downlink signals and 815 to 825 for uplink

18

signals.

19

We operate in

Those are the mobile radios.

We offer cellular interconnect

20

services.

We offer direct connect, which is

21

two-ay radio capability.

22

packet data all in one mobile unit.

23

As far as future products and

24

technology, Nextel is developing ways to

25

enhance their data services as far as higher

And we also offer
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1

speed data applications and also enhancing

2

their interconnect and direct connects so

3

they will be able to have more conversations

4

using the same amount of frequencies and the

5

same amount of physical infrastructure.

6

Nextel, as far as current and future

7

cell site plans, we operate 12 cell sites

8

here on the Island of Maui, we operate two on

9

Lanai and one on Molokai and we expect at the

10

end of 2002 to operate 14 cell sites on Maui.

11

The two new sites will be in the Wailuku area

12

and also in the South Kihei area.

13

We'll, we'll go from two to three sites

14

on Lanai and that will actually cover the,

15

the central part of Lanai and also we expect

16

that to give the Olowalu area on Maui.

17

then one -- Just we'll stay at one site on

18

Molokai.

And

19

As far as our cell site design, we

20

invest a lot of money in our cell sites,

21

anywhere from 200 to $350,000 per cell site

22

so we, it's an important process for us

23

whenever we partake in cell, cell site

24

acquisition and then construction and then

25

finally putting the cell site on the air.
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As far as site building on construction

2

side, raw land buildings can be generally

3

from 10 to 20 feet with leased land areas up

4

from 50 to 50 parcels.

5

stick-built type applications of raw land or

6

prefab shelters which would be purchased on

7

the Mainland and then brought over.

8

generally are in the 10 to 20 foot range as

9

far as size goes.

We use either

Those

10

Interior room builds within existing

11

structures, we're looking for a minimum of

12

200 square feet to make sure that we have

13

enough room for our radio equipment and our

14

back-up battery systems.

15

For rooftop rooms, we generally build a

16

room on top of a roof and that's in the area

17

of 10 to 20 feet.

18

As far as electrical requirements, we

19

had, at a minimum, we need a 100 amps

20

service, and in our higher capacity sites, we

21

probably need an area of 200 amps.

22

As far as tower construction, we use a

23

number of different towers when we have to

24

build a tower.

25

occasionally we do have to build them and we

We prefer not to but
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1

would use either a lattice tower, a monopole

2

or a wooden pole with a minimum heat --

3

minimum height, excuse me, generally in the

4

area of about 40 feet.

5

When you're looking at tower, we would

6

like to consider that if you want to have

7

multiple carriers on a particular tower, in

8

the case of Nextel and other cellular

9

carriers operating the 800 megahertz range,

10

we need about a 20 foot separation, to 25

11

feet separation between 800 megahertz

12

carriers.

13

megahertz carrier, the separation can be

14

less.

If we co-locate with a 18 or 19

15

As far as buildings for our antennas,

16

we use rooftop designs which includes sleds

17

where we mount the antennas on top of a sled.

18

Side wall mountings or parapet mounts.

19
20

Antenna construction can be either two
Ways:

One is an omni site where our antennas

21

are usually a whip type antenna ranging in

22

feet from six to 18 feet and that generally

23

has a 360 degree radius as far as coverage.

24
25

The other type of antenna construction
we use is a sectored site and you can have,
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1

we can have either two or three sectors at a

2

particular location depending on engineering

3

requirements, and we'll have up to nine panel

4

antennas at a sectored location.

5

these panel antennas are about four feet high

6

and they are about -- and they face in three

7

different directions or two different

8

directions depending on whether it is two or

9

three sectors at that particular location.

10

Each of

As far as site leasing and zoning, site

11

locations are dependent upon system

12

engineering and customer demand, and Nextel

13

has been sensitive to neighborhood issues and

14

will continue to do so.

15

Site locations are determined by a

16

number of different factors, specifically

17

customer demand and then also engineering

18

requirements as to where we have good

19

coverage and where we have coverage which

20

needs to be enhanced.

21

When we're, when we're looking at a

22

site, co-location would be our number one

23

option if possible.

24

best route as far as getting a location on

25

the air as quickly as possible.

That seems to be the
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The second preference would be to use

2

existing communication facilities or I would

3

like, I'd like an antenna farm type

4

situation.

5

And then third would be to use existing

6

permitted zoned areas where we could put up

7

maybe a small tower or go on an existing

8

building and that sort of thing to enhance

9

our coverage.

10

We have, we as a company are on an

11

annual budget process, so we are allocated

12

funds in January and we are expected to spend

13

those funds within a 12 month period and be

14

complete by December.

15

us to have the ability to go through the

16

entire acquisition, zoning, permitting,

17

construction and then on air process within a

18

12 month period for us.

19

that in to eight or nine months, that just is

20

more advantageous to us and a better benefit

21

for our customers and then the company as a

22

whole.

23

So it's important for

And if we can bring

I've also given some information to

24

Shannon about three types of coverages that

25

we determined from an engineering perspective
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1

which we call in-building portable coverage,

2

in-car portable coverage and on-street

3

portable coverage, and they have different RF

4

levels.

5

all the technical details there.

6

And I don't think I'll go through

And I've also provided a map showing

7

where our sites are located on the three

8

different islands here in Maui County.

9

that's my presentation unless anyone has any

10
11

And

questions.
VICE-CHAIR SKOG (TEMPORARY CHAIR):

Thank you.

12

I had one quick question.

13

decision of two sites on Molokai -- on Lanai

14

and one on Molokai when the populations

15

are -- it's greater on Molokai than --

16
17
18
19
20

MR. JAEGER:

Customer demand.

I,

What led to the

We have a lot of

customers on Lanai.
VICE-CHAIR SKOG (TEMPORARY CHAIR):

I see.

Okay.

Any questions, Members?
MEMBER PERREIRA:

Pete, I'd like to thank you for a

21

very complete and thorough presentation.

22

Madame Chair, I wonder if we can ask the two

23

prior speakers if they could just provide us

24

with a map with their sites noted down as Mr.

25

Jaeger has?
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VICE-CHAIR SKOG (TEMPORARY CHAIR):

2

ask the Staff to get that?

3

Sean?

4

MEMBER McLAUGHLIN:

5

being here.

Aloha.

Okay.

Okay.

Could I

Thank you.

Thank you very much for

Appreciate your presentation.

6

MR. JAEGER:

You're welcome.

7

MEMBER McLAUGHLIN:

I think you were, you were here

8

earlier and you heard my, my question about

9

agreements between your company and the

10

County.

11

existing sites on public facilities or in

12

public properties or if you have any

13

co-location agreements with the County?

14

MR. JAEGER:

I'm wondering if you have any

As far as I'm aware, on the, in Maui

15

County we do not have any agreements with the

16

County, but I would look at the County as

17

being one of our primary landlords.

18

have a lot of land, a lot of locations across

19

each of the each of the three islands that

20

would be advantageous to us and I think it

21

would be a good revenue producing scheme for

22

the County, and so it would be great if we

23

could work together, have a streamlined

24

process, have guidelines as to how to get the

25

job done as far as building sites, and I

They
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think it would be a win, win.
MEMBER McLAUGHLIN:

Great.

Thank you.

That's,

3

that's what we're going for so it's nice to

4

hear a little reinforcement from industry.

5

Thank you.

6

Do you -- Oh, just a small question.

7

Does your service carry over from Big Island

8

to Maui as well?

9

Big Island that are serving that side of

10

Maui?

11

MR. JAEGER:

Do you have sites on the

We have interisland service, yes, from

12

Big Island to Maui, from Molokai to Oahu and

13

so on, so yes.

14

MEMBER McLAUGHLIN:

I, there's another, there's

15

another layer to it and I'm not sure whether

16

the County should take an interest or not so

17

I'll just sort of float the question to you.

18

And that is between your sites and the

19

capacity that you need to deliver at a -- to

20

the site itself to then go wireless, we've

21

heard some of that, like I said, would be the

22

backbone of your network then, the

23

communication or the interconnection between

24

those antenna sites.

25

Is that something that you provide for
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1

yourself or is that something you're

2

acquiring from other providers, and would

3

that then be a factor, like would you look at

4

that the fiber network on the ground and say

5

those are optimal places to locate a site

6

because you're going to have connectivity on

7

the ground?

8
9

MR. JAEGER:

Well, cost is an important factor as

far as our location selection, but we do use

10

carriers for our connections between cell

11

sites whether it be -- We have other carriers

12

here so I won't mention any names, but we use

13

all three of the different carriers that are

14

active in the State of Hawaii and we

15

occasionally will use a microwave link

16

between a couple of sites as well and that

17

would be provided by ourselves.

18

MEMBER McLAUGHLIN:

Right.

I guess you're, I'm

19

sure you're aware that we're, one of the new

20

providers is coming to the County on the

21

ground as far as fiber is Sandwich Isles is

22

looking at acquiring, either getting

23

easements and rights of way and landing sites

24

and so forth to run their fiber to serve

25

Hawaiian Homelands at least primarily and
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1

initially but also others, but I'm just

2

curious, is that the third, who is the third

3

provider, GST, are they --

4

MR. JAEGER:

5

MEMBER McLAUGHLIN:

6

MR. JAEGER:

7

MEMBER McLAUGHLIN:

8
9

It's Pacific LightNet.
Okay.

Time Warner and Verizon.
Okay.

Thank you.

weren't counting Sandwich Isles then as -MR. JAEGER:

No.

10

MEMBER McLAUGHLIN:

11

fourth then?

They're not the, they're the

12

MR. JAEGER:

13

MEMBER McLAUGHLIN:

14

VICE-CHAIR SKOG (TEMPORARY CHAIR):

15

Lee, did you have a question?

16

So you

MR. LEE:

That would be the fourth, yes.
Okay.

Thank you.
Thank you.

Oh, not a question, just a comment.

17

said that he furnished the site locations.

18

don't have a copy of that.

19

VICE-CHAIR SKOG (TEMPORARY CHAIR):

20

up here.

21

copies.

Mr.

He
I

Oh, I have it

They, they just sent a couple

22

MR. LEE:

Okay.

23

VICE-CHAIR SKOG (TEMPORARY CHAIR):

So we will get

24
25

you a copy.
MR. LEE:

Thank you.
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VICE-CHAIR SKOG (TEMPORARY CHAIR):

Okay.

Any

further questions?

3

MEMBER PERREIRA:

Yeah.

4

VICE-CHAIR SKOG (TEMPORARY CHAIR):

5

MEMBER PERREIRA:

Jocelyn?

I would like to ask you, Mr.

6

Jeager, I already know what AT&T did with

7

community process and VoiceStream's told me

8

what their process is.

9

your process is in dealing with the community

Can you tell me what

10

when you're going to be relocating these

11

towers and equipment?

12

MR. JAEGER:

Yes.

Our process is to be proactive

13

with the community.

14

similar to what Rory talked about where you

15

would mail out letters.

16

contact neighborhood boards and then get on

17

the agenda for those board meetings and then

18

give a presentation at the meeting itself to

19

talk about what we plan to do, when we plan

20

to do it and how we plan to do it and answer

21

any questions that the neighborhood might

22

have.

23

MEMBER PERREIRA:

You would do things

You would also

Thank you.

I'm, I'm just curious

24

how you dealt with the Molokai when you

25

established your sites on Molokai.
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That was before my time here so I

don't know.
VICE-CHAIR SKOG (TEMPORARY CHAIR):
other questions?
MR. JAEGER:

6

VICE-CHAIR SKOG (TEMPORARY CHAIR):

10
11

You're very welcome.
Appreciate

that.

8
9

Okay.

Our next presenter is Steve

Berkoff representing Maui Sky Fiber.
MEMBER PERREIRA:
one.

Sorry.

Pete Jaeger.

I didn't get this

I'm sure he'll say his name.

12

MR. BERKOFF:

13

VICE-CHAIR SKOG (TEMPORARY CHAIR):

14

MR. BERKOFF:

Good morning.

Good morning.

Good morning.

My name is Steve

15

Berkoff.

16

Subcommittee for inviting us here.

17

Any

Thank you very much.

5

7

Okay.

I want to thank the Members of the

I'm going to talk a little, have a

18

little different talk this morning than the

19

previous presenters inasmuch as we're a new

20

group.

21

now on Maui and we're providing actually the

22

first deployment anywhere in the United

We are just establishing ourselves

23

States of a new technology which is a 3G

24

portable modem system.

25

UMTS 3G standard and we're bringing it into

It's based on the
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1

Maui, as I said, the first city in the U.S.

2

and only the first of three cities in the

3

world that's deploying this at this point.

4

This technology will allow us to offer

5

a portable high speed connection for computer

6

and data use that is online of site and is

7

able to penetrate buildings, go through rooms

8

and does not require external antennas.

9

It's based on a cell site technology

10

and I've prepared a little handout that

11

everybody should have which shows the modem

12

as well as our transmitter that we use for

13

this.

14

telephone technology inasmuch as we have cell

15

sites that average between three to five

16

kilometers in distance and radius from our

17

transmit site.

18

a completely portable mode within that cell,

19

cell range.

20

which will allow us to operate out to 18

21

miles from the site so that people outside

22

the cell can also access the service.

It's very much akin to cellular

And our modem will operate in

It also has an external antenna

23

It's, the usage for this, this network

24

is pretty broad-ranging.

The unit that you

25

have in your hands now has a total data
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1

capacity, throughput capacity of nine

2

megabits.

3

about 14 to 15 megabits or more.

4

some soft, software upgrades that are in

5

process that will allow that.

6

That will increase this summer to
There's

So there's a lot of different

7

applications for that in the office, in the

8

home, for on the road presentations, for

9

customer meetings.

It's going to

10

specifically, particularly work with the SOHO

11

environment with the small office home office

12

people who can use this at home and then take

13

it with them to their other offices and use

14

it there as well.

15

It also has a product migration path

16

that includes PCMCIA cards, PDA cards for

17

hand-held devices as well as 3G telephones

18

themselves which allow us to do voice over

19

this within the next 12, 12 to 18 months.

20
21

We will be building out cell sites
throughout Maui.

Our first site is under

22

development right now in Kihei.

We're

23

located at the MRTC on Lipoa in Kihei and

24

we're building our first test site now there

25

to determine the exact coverage range of the
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1

technology so that we can engineer our future

2

sites.

3

We look, we're looking probably 11 to

4

13 sites to, to get the technology on the air

5

and provide the kind of coverage we'd like to

6

give to the community here.

7

Other applications for this technology

8

are, will be pretty numerous.

There's a lot

9

of different IP-based technologies that we

10

can cover.

11

mind.

12

hand-held devices and laptops to provide full

13

motion video, access to video networks and

14

security networks.

15

Security is one that comes to

This unit can be combined with PDAs,

One application we envision is for

16

security and police applications where an

17

officer or an agent will actually be able to

18

look at, look at in real time look at video

19

coming from security cameras in a situation

20

and be able to assess that before entering

21

the scene and taking a look at what's

22
23

happening there.
It will also be able to provide full,

24

real time access to data bases, such as

25

police data bases, real estate data bases,
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1

marketing data bases to download information

2

in real time in a portable environment for

3

that use as well.

4

We will be hopefully rolling this

5

product out this summer on Maui given the

6

successful completion of our trials.

7

trials that are occurring with this network

8

right now are proving to be very successful

9

so we have full confidence in our ability to

10
11

Other

meet that.
And this will be a, basically an

12

instant installation process.

13

be able to buy this modem at a retail outlet,

14

take it home, access the web and sign up, so

15

it will eliminate the current delay in, in

16

implementing DSL and cable technologies and

17

people will be able to literally take it home

18

and get, get online that night with it.

19
20

Customers will

And that's pretty much the presentation
that I have at this point.

I'd rather open

21

up for questions and see what questions the

22

Committee may have for us.

23

VICE-CHAIR SKOG (TEMPORARY CHAIR):

24

question.

25

MR. BERKOFF:

I have a

Yes.
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VICE-CHAIR SKOG (TEMPORARY CHAIR):

The transmitter

2

that's pictured on your presentation, what's,

3

what's the size of that?

4

MR. BERKOFF:

5

VICE-CHAIR SKOG (TEMPORARY CHAIR):

6

what, what is that, a site?

7

MR. BERKOFF:

It's about that big.
So is that

Yes, that would be at a cell site.

8

That with a combination of antennas that

9

would be connected to it.

10
11
12
13
14

VICE-CHAIR SKOG (TEMPORARY CHAIR):
right.

Any questions, Members?

MEMBER McLAUGHLIN:

Aloha, Steve.

Okay.

All

Yes.
Thanks for being

here.
Well, this is a very exciting

15

presentation that you've made.

I just want

16

to make sure I'm understanding it correctly.

17

I'm looking at your cell coverage map and

18

those, and I'm just looking at it

19

conceptually really but those are sites that

20

you plan to develop or those are --

21

MR. BERKOFF:

Yes, they are.

Those are sites we've

22

identified based on our preliminary

23

engineering that would serve our needs.

24

we complete the test project next month,

25

we'll then be able to verify that those are

Once
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the sites we truly want to use.
MEMBER McLAUGHLIN:

Okay.

There's the two, there

3

are different sizes of coverage indicated on

4

the map.

5

MR. BERKOFF:

6

MEMBER McLAUGHLIN:

7

that.

8

MR. BERKOFF:

9

Yes.

Yeah.

I just wanted you to explain

As I said, the unit works in

two modes; it's a portable mode and a fixed

10

mode.

11

in green are the portable coverage zones.

12

The blue areas indicate the reception

13

available with an external antenna on the

14

device.

15

As you look at the map here, the areas

MEMBER McLAUGHLIN:

Okay.

Thank you.

I, I guess

16

it's early in your, it's early in your

17

roll-out so I don't know if you can, how much

18

you can talk about your either negotiations

19

or your evaluation of co-location as far as

20

how these sites are implemented.

21

it part of your plan to try to co-locate to

22

the maximum possible?

23

MR. BERKOFF:

Oh, yeah.

Is it, is

We, we definitely want to

24

co-locate every site we can.

25

company.

We're a small

We really don't have the resources
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1

to build towers so we -- Most of these or all

2

of these sites that you see here are based

3

upon co-locating with an existing facility at

4

that area.

5

MEMBER McLAUGHLIN:

6

VICE-CHAIR SKOG (TEMPORARY CHAIR):

7

questions?

8

MEMBER PERREIRA:

9
10
11

Okay.

Thank you.
Any other

Oh, Jocelyn?
Which site location have you

chose in the Paia area and who are you
co-locating with?
MR. BERKOFF:

We're looking, in Paia right now

12

we're looking at the Sugar Mill at the

13

existing site that's there on the, on the

14

smoke stacks.

15

infrastructure there.

16

MEMBER PERREIRA:

There's an existing telecom

And I guess my question is what,

17

again, as I did for the others, what kind of

18

community process have you undertaken to

19

inform the community?

20

MR. BERKOFF:

Well, we haven't at this point

21

because we haven't finalized our decisions

22

yet as to where we're going to be with this

23

technology.

24

proactive program to, to notify the community

25

and inform them, but we're, we're really not

Once we do, we'll develop a
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1

at that step yet.

2

phase to determine the, the exact coverage

3

areas and where the stuff needs to go.

4
5
6

MEMBER PERREIRA:

We're still in the testing

Are you going to, are you going

to go beyond the 500 feet radius?
MR. BERKOFF:

As I said, we don't really have a

7

program in place yet for that but we will,

8

we're open to suggestions and --

9

MEMBER PERREIRA:

Well, I recommend that you

10

consider approaching the community because

11

normally it's been my experience when you go

12

to the community beforehand and not after the

13

fact, you're probably better received, so I

14

would consider doing that --

15

MR. BERKOFF:

Okay.

16

MEMBER PERREIRA:

17

MR. BERKOFF:

18

MEMBER PERREIRA:

-- as a good PR measure.

I, I think we agree with that -Thank you.

19

MR. BERKOFF:

-- procedure.

20

VICE-CHAIR SKOG (TEMPORARY CHAIR):

21

MEMBER McLAUGHLIN:

Sean?

Well, I know we're not, we're

22

not discussing recommendations right now

23

because I guess my, my reaction to Jocelyn's

24

comment might be very different than maybe

25

the County ought to be doing that work for
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1

the providers and making it so they can just

2

predict, but I appreciate the sentiment and

3

I'm sure we'll have that discussion.

4

I just wanted to be clear, so this is

5

band width that you guys got licensed, this

6

is licensed band width from the FCC --

7

MR. BERKOFF:

Yes, this is licensed by the FCC.

8

operate in the 2.5 to 2.7 get range and it's

9

the MMDS license band and we have acquired

10
11
12
13
14
15

that frequency here on Maui.
MEMBER McLAUGHLIN:

Could you give us an idea

what -- So that was by, at auction?
MR. BERKOFF:

No, we purchased that privately from

another, from another group that held it.
MEMBER McLAUGHLIN:

Is the, is the amount that you

16

paid for the license, is that a public record

17

or could you make that information available?

18

We

MR. BERKOFF:

It's not public record at this time.

19

MEMBER McLAUGHLIN:

The reason I ask about that,

20

Madame Chair, is I think that's part of I

21

mean what we're going to learn or what we're

22

learning is a lot of compensation that is

23

expected of the providers is sort of taken at

24

another level, so I think we --

25

You know, it's interesting to note, I
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1

guess from my point of view, that you did

2

have to pay a significant amount of money

3

presumably for that band width that went to a

4

provider who had either auctioned or acquired

5

it at the Federal level so the Federal

6

government has basically charged rent already

7

for that resource would be my way of spinning

8

it, I guess, to look at it.

9

But are you, are there other MMDS

10

frequencies within Maui County that have also

11

been licensed?

12

competitor in that in terms of band width

13

area that you're, that you're operating in or

14

the technology that you're introducing?

15

MR. BERKOFF:

I mean do you see any, any

No, we own all the spectrum for Maui.

16

We've purchased it.

We also have what's

17

called the BTA, which is the master

18
19
20
21
22
23

authorization for Maui County.
MEMBER McLAUGHLIN:

Great.

Okay.

Thank you very

much.
VICE-CHAIR SKOG (TEMPORARY CHAIR):

Yes, Mr.

Miskae?
MR. MISKAE:

Steve, will your technology conflict

24

at all with any of the, the other providers

25

or with the police transmissions?
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Oh, no, no, no, it's licensed by the

2

Government, by the FCC and it's set up such

3

that it won't interfere with anyone else.

4

MR. MISKAE:

I believe one of the other speakers

5

talked about some kind of separation so it

6

wouldn't affect the 800 megahertz system.

7

MR. BERKOFF:

8

MR. MISKAE:

9
10

Well, the separation -The physical separation of the

transmitters.
MR. BERKOFF:

-- is usually at the cell sites

11

themselves for co-location purposes.

And

12

when you're, when you're building a cell and

13

you're co-locating with other transmitters,

14

there are certain physical separation

15

characteristics that have to be maintained to

16

avoid interference at the site itself but

17

once it, once the signals leave that site,

18

that interference doesn't exist.

19

MR. MISKAE:

20

VICE-CHAIR SKOG (TEMPORARY CHAIR):

21

Thank you.

questions?

Thank you very much.

22

MR. BERKOFF:

23

VICE-CHAIR SKOG (TEMPORARY CHAIR):

24

Any further

Thank you.
We appreciate

your coming.

25

If we could just take a five-minute
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break and reconvene at 10:30.

Thank you.

2

RECESS:

10:25 a.m.

3

RECONVENE:

10:36 a.m.

4

VICE-CHAIR SKOG (TEMPORARY CHAIR):

One of the

5

presenters' schedules so Norman Santos

6

representing Time Warner Hawaiian Cablevision

7

will be next.

8
9

Sorry, Chuck.
VICE-CHAIR SKOG (TEMPORARY CHAIR):

10

Chuck.

11

MR. SANTOS:

12

VICE-CHAIR SKOG (TEMPORARY CHAIR):

13

MR. SANTOS:

Thank you,

Good morning.
Good morning.

Thank you for having us.

I really was

14

trying to outwait you folks because I really

15

don't know what my position is here but I

16

really wanted to introduce myself to the

17

Subcommittee so that we could be of

18

assistance in the future if there was ever

19

any planning.

20

I do represent Time Warner Cable.

21

Currently we're operating as Oceanic Time

22

Warner of Hawaii and here we're Hawaiian

23

Cablevision on, in the County of Maui.

24

And I, I just briefly, I mean we are

25

not in here looking for any tower sites or
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1

anything else, at least not any more, and we

2

have basically built an infrastructure that

3

is land-based and so we're different from I

4

guess everybody else.

5

Ours is, is basically an infrastructure

6

that is designed around a fiber-base

7

technology.

8

pockets here in the entire County.

9

built out on all of Lanai, Molokai and here

10
11

We have built fiber to 500 home
We're

on the Island of Maui.
We have some tower sites that are, are

12

currently up, been up for years.

Our newest

13

site that we erected is in East Molokai.

14

went through an approval process out there

15

which, I guess, wasn't very pretty.

We

We were

16

dealing with a private landowner and once we

17

found out what the process was, I think we

18

got into the swing of things and we made the

19

necessary -- gave the necessary work back to

20

the community, even the local Hawaiian

21

community where we had to go through some

22

processes to make sure that we weren't

23

disturbing any archeological sites and so

24

forth.

25

But in dealing with a private landowner
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1

sometimes you don't expect those things to

2

come about, so the East Molokai head end, as

3

we call it, is in place and that was

4

basically for a receive site for transmission

5

of television and high speed data signals

6

over to Molokai.

7

Lanai Hale has been in place for, I

8

don't know, since 20 years now maybe, since

9

we've been providing cable services over to

10

Lanai, and we expect that to site to stay in

11

place for the foreseeable future.

12

On Haleakala, we have our primary

13

receive site.

We have a satellite receive

14

dish up there.

15

about the size of a drive-n screen but I

It's a pretty big one.

It's

16

guess it's been up there for about 15 years

17

and is a fixture up there.

18

We also are working with the Amfac land

19

people out in Lahaina.

We're having a little

20

bit of a difficulty in Lahaina.

21

current site there is, has to be moved.

22

want us to take down our air stations, I

23

guess, because they're building a subdivision

24

up in the area where we're at, so we are

25

looking to relocate our microwave tower, not

I guess our
They
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1

the satellite dishes a little further up the

2

hill but we're working with the Amfac people

3

to do that.

4

So other than that, our primary way

5

that we do things are along public rights of

6

way, and where we need to complete our fiber

7

rings, we deal with private landowners.

8

each one of those is sort of pretty much

9

catch is catch can because everybody has

And

10

their hand out and wants something from us,

11

and it's sometimes difficult in dealing with

12

the private landowners.

13

franchise that we have with the State of

14

Hawaii helps to deal with the, the issues of

I think our

15

the public rights of way so we're pretty much

16

there.

17

Our, our franchise does call for us to

18

perform certain duties in, in the carrying

19

out of that franchise, and I think when it

20

talks about being community minded, and in

21

dealing with the local governments, I think

22

we do a lot.

23

commission of course is to help with the

24

local access.

25

what that's all about and we have separate

We, we -- Part of our

Sean sits here and, and knows
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1

local access groups that we deal with in each

2

County in the State.

3

We are also working to provide high

4

speed data to all of the public schools in

5

the State of Hawaii, and we are also again

6

working to fulfill commissions both for

7

entertainment purposes and also for high

8

speed data purposes to all of the residents

9

of the State of Hawaii.

10

So that's what we

do.

11

And, you know, when we talk about

12

infrastructure, currently as I say on, in the

13

County of Maui, we are in place except for

14

this one move that we have to make with the

15

Lahaina facility but we're pretty much set

16

for a long, long time.

17
18
19

VICE-CHAIR SKOG (TEMPORARY CHAIR):
Questions, Members?
MEMBER PERREIRA:

Okay.

Jocelyn?

Madame Chair, I was thinking I

20

wonder if we could ask someone from Civil

21

Defense to come up.

22

because, you know, this idea of your, having

23

your location set and what-have-you, you

24

know, we've been long overdue, I would think,

25

for some type of natural disaster, God

I have a question too
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1

forbid.

2

hurricane or, you know, a natural disaster of

3

that magnitude, how does your system impact

4

the communications in Maui County and if a,

5

if a tower went down or one of the systems

6

went kaput does the sharing involved in a

7

site or a location that you may be at, does

8

the cost of repair have to wait for the

9

primary owner of the site before others can

10
11

But let's say in the case of a

come in and get their sites repaired?
MR. SANTOS:

I don't know if I understand the

12

question.

We have the, we have to certainly

13

provide service to our customers.

I don't

14

think we're -- We're not a small company.

15

When we, when we do things, we bring the full

16

power of Time Warner to any situation.

17

As an example, one, when the last

18

hurricane hit Kauai, we went there to help

19

them to reset up their facilities and do what

20

was needed.

21

if the disaster was to strike Oahu because

22

then I wonder who's there to help and then we

23

have to look at outside resources.

24
25

I think the real problem happens

But I think as long as that kind of
disaster does not happen on Oahu, then
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1

certainly the resources are there to do

2

things we need to do in Maui to restore

3

services and whatever emergency aid is

4

necessary, but I dread the day if something

5

were to happen on Oahu.

6

MEMBER PERREIRA:

Yeah, I, I thank you for that and

7

perhaps you're not the exact right person

8

that has to respond to this.

9

have somebody like Maui Electric, and that's

10
11
12
13

Maybe we should

why I am requesting -VICE-CHAIR SKOG (TEMPORARY CHAIR):

I'm sorry.

Just making a transition here.
CHAIR MOLINA:

(Gavel.)

Brief recess, Members.

14

RECESS:

10:44 a.m.

15

RECONVENE:

10:45 a.m.

16

CHAIR MOLINA:

Okay.

The Human Services Economic

17

Development Subcommittee on

18

Telecommunications Infrastructure is now back

19

in session.

20

Good morning, Members.

Thank you for

21

bearing with me.

I just returned from Lanai

22

where we had a budget hearing last night, so

23

my apologies to Mr. Santos for somewhat

24

interrupting your presentation with the

25

Members, so if you'd like to again proceed.
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1

Members, do you have some more questions for

2

Mr. Santos at this time?

3

Perreira had some more questions for Mr.

4

Santos.

5

MEMBER PERREIRA:

6

CHAIR MOLINA:

7

MEMBER PERREIRA:

Okay.

And Ms.

Yeah.

Proceed.
I asked Mr. Santos a question

8

that he may be directly involved with or

9

indirectly involved with, but I do have a

10

request.

I do think we need somebody from

11

Civil Defense to come up because part of my

12

question was if when we have a natural

13

disaster like a hurricane or something of

14

that magnitude, I wanted to know how it would

15

impact the communications in the County, and

16

for those who are sharing a tower or a site,

17

a co-location, if, is the -- if there is a

18

cost of repairing that site if it would come

19

down because of a hurricane or what-have-you,

20

who would do that, would there be

21

cost-sharing or would they have to wait the

22

co, the co-owners, would they have to wait

23

for the primary owner to go in and make the

24

repairs first?

25

MR. SANTOS:

Okay.

And, and I think I can answer
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1

for everybody.

2

community to serve and I, I think where

3

you're co-located, these things sort of

4

disappear in the time of a disaster, an

5

emergency.

6

service back on.

7

it's all over and decide who is going to pay

8

for what, at least that would be our

9

attitude.

10

I mean we know we have a

The first objective is to get the
Then you come back after

And I think that would be everybody's

11

attitude in a disaster because we do have to

12

serve the community especially the, the

13

wireless guys.

14

primary focus because the wired side could be

15

down a little longer in some areas and the,

16

the other part of that is if they're using a

17

wired service into their cell site, then they

18

would be on the wired services like us to

19

sort of get that repaired so that they could

20

get back up.

21

I mean they, they will be the

But I think in an emergency, it's sort

22

of, you know, everybody just get to it and

23

worry about the details later.

24
25

MEMBER PERREIRA:

Thank you.

I, I still would like

to have the Civil Defense person.
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VICE-CHAIR SKOG (TEMPORARY CHAIR):

Okay.

Thank

2

you, Ms. Perreira.

3

difficult to get someone from Civil Defense

4

down here but either through myself

5

transmitting a letter to the Civil Defense

6

Office, we can get a response for you prior

7

to our next meeting and have them attend the

8

next meeting scheduled.

9

MEMBER PERREIRA:

I note today it would be

Okay.

Thank you.

10

VICE-CHAIR SKOG (TEMPORARY CHAIR):

11

MEMBER McLAUGHLIN:

Mr. McLaughlin?

Aloha, Norman, and thanks for

12

being here.

13

MR. SANTOS:

Be nice now.

14

MEMBER McLAUGHLIN:

Well, first of all, for the

15

other, for the other Subcommittee Members, if

16

we saw Mr. Santos' resume I think we'd all be

17

all very impressed that he's been involved

18

with really building the cable infrastructure

19

for the State of Hawaii over many, many years

20

and I just want to acknowledge you for that.

21

MR. SANTOS:

Thank you.

22

MEMBER McLAUGHLIN:

I also appreciate you pointing

23

out, and I think everyone here understands,

24

that I manage a nonprofit organization which

25

receives the bulk of its resources from the
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1

State's regulation of Time Warner and so put

2

all the salt on my comments that you want to

3

in that respect.

4

But I, I do want to make the

5

observation that Time Warner represents for

6

Hawaii what has really worked about the

7

history of cable regulation in my view.

8

it's not only the regulation, and I think as

9

you point out, it's also the corporate will

And

10

and, you know, I think Don Caroll's

11

involvement over, over that same time that

12

you've been there and those investments that

13

have been made in the community that relate

14

to the communications infrastructure, I guess

15

I just want to note really to me sort of

16

inspire the opportunity and potential of that

17

kind of public private partnership.

18

I mean the old model is it's a

19

communications utility.

There wasn't going

20

to be another competitor until you guys and

21

so you were regulated in a relationship with

22

the State and you made out commitments to the

23

community based on that, and it was going to

24

be you and the phone company or what we

25

thought it was going to be back when, you
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1

know, we started doing it, you know, or when

2

I was on the other side of it and as a

3

beneficiary.

4

But I want to make a couple of

5

question-related observations.

One is the

6

Molokai case.

7

required for a Time Warner facility there.

8

It, I think the County probably needs to take

9

note of what margin almost didn't work there

10

and I think you fessed up to what you needed

That was an SMA permit was

11

to do and I think the County needs to fess up

12

what it should have done better there, and

13

that is there really wasn't a clear

14

communication and expectation in my

15

understanding.

16

I know that folks connected with my

17

organization testified at the Molokai

18

Planning Commission in favor of the facility

19

because they understood the benefit to the

20

community through their relationship with

21

Akaku whereas on maybe for whatever reason

22

the Council Chairman was testifying against

23

the application at the Molokai Planning

24

Commission.

25

I think it really reflects what we missed --

So it was not a pretty site and
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a missed opportunity and what we're trying to

2

capture, I think, myself in this policy

3

setting is what is a reasonable expectation

4

and relationship for County government to

5

these various industries and you represent

6

one of the, you know, the biggy, and

7

certainly the big new arrival and the

8

investments that Time Warner has made here.

9
10

So I just want to note that Molokai SMA
permit as a lesson learned and hopefully by
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11

the County as well as by the(___).

I, I

12

also want to note for you, Norman, that it

13

just so happens that the presenters before

14

you were on (___) site people, but the charge

15

of the Subcommittee is really to deal with

16

infrastructure overall and rights of way,

17

compensation and easements and so forth, so I

18

guess when you hear, when you, when we hear

19

co-location, it probably has more to do with

20

you as far as sharing of easements and

21

conduit and pole attachments and maybe some

22

facility siting.

23

providers coming in, we see there are

24

advantages or disadvantages of them knowing

25

where your facilities are and the opportunity

So when we look at new
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to co-locate or not.
So I'm sorry, I'm sorry, Lloyd's not

3

here right now but I know he's attending to,

4

from the Public Works Department point of

5

view if you needed the pole for (_____) and

6

subdivision, you'd be dealing with access and

7

easements and rights of way and (____) or

8

whatever you needed to do to do that with the

9

County.

Is that pretty bright line and

10

working pretty well for you as far as what

11

you, what you need from the County and how

12

that communication works?

13

MR. SANTOS:

Yeah.

I think, I think for us it's

14

been working very well.

15

cooperative.

16

on Molokai.

17

The County has been

I'll go back to the SMA request

We, I was here three and a half years

18

ago just before we started this upgrade

19

process, I guess five years ago but I, I

20

think at that time in front of a full Council

21

we stated that we would need these kinds of

22

facilities and we, at least I thought, were

23

laying the groundwork to get this done.

24

we were very clear in what we were doing and

25

we were also clear in what the expectation

And
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was of us.

2

And we understood that the County

3

wanted ubiquitous service and so in providing

4

that ubiquitous service, we, we sort of went

5

blindly into some of these things.

6

think in working with the County, we have

7

had, we've had no problem.

8
9

But I

I think that we have not, as the others
probably have not and who'd want to, is to

10

consider, you know, co-location with some of

11

the County facilities or even the State

12

facilities for some things that are

13

necessary.

14

that as we are working with the County for

15

provision of I-net type facilities, we may be

16

able to.

17

not operate on this island yet, but we may be

18

able to at some point establish connectivity

19

for some of the other carriers even though

20

we're not necessarily trying to locate on

21

certain County facilities, just the way the

22

fiber system is working.

23

And as they start to do some of

And Time Warner Communications does

MEMBER McLAUGHLIN:

I, I know it's a, it's not

24

going to be an easy opportunity for us to

25

have you here so there's probably some detail
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2

think earlier when we had a presentation by

3

Mr. Verkerke for the Administration about the

4

implementation of the I-net, there were a

5

lot, a lot of questions came up about it and

6

I think probably our responsibility is to get

7

most, you know, most of those answered by the

8

County rather than by you.
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9

So I think maybe we need to get our act

10

together before we get specific with asking

11

you to, to answer some of that.

12

you know, the overview being that the State

13

is really, preempts for the most part the

14

regulation of cable, and so the franchising

15

and so forth, other than some specific on the

16

ground things like, you know, the easements,

17

rights of way access and permits or SMA

18

permits for shoreline access and so forth.

19

Most of this is all going on at the State

20

level and I think we're all pretty aware of

21

that.

22

the game.

23

But I guess,

That's why the County has not been in

And then when, when the Council Members

24

talk to their colleagues around the country,

25

they're kind of surprised to find out that
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1

usually it's the cities and counties.

I've

2

personally argued that that's been to our

3

advantage because we've had the ability to

4

work at a higher level really between the

5

industry and the regulator having a State

6

office do that.

7

But I think what you see is sometimes

8

at the fringes or, you know, away from Oahu

9

that the relationship with the County

10

government becomes more important on the

11

ground and I think that was probably what the

12

State recognized in the transfer when they

13

approved the acquisition of Time Warner by

14

AOL.

15

at that transfer of approval.

16

major, there were major conditions placed on,

17

on you and as you were doing the upgrade.

18

It was their view of how, what happened
There was

And so I don't know if you got to hear

19

about our earlier discussion or not and I

20

don't want to, I don't want to, I don't want

21

to put you on the spot but we, when we read

22

the franchise order, it's amazing really the

23

commitments that Time Warner made in that

24

franchise order or that the State required of

25

Time Warner, I should say.
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Can you give us a general comment about

2

how the I-net implementation is working and

3

if you, if you think that they're, if it's

4

been renegotiated or if there's anything

5

other than the franchise order that maybe the

6

Subcommittee ought to be looking at that will

7

clarify for us what, what your commitments
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8
9

are to the community in terms of I-net?
MR. SANTOS:

I think when, you know, when we worked

10

on the I -- net on Oahu, it was sort of a

11

dream, somebody's vision of connecting State

12

and County governments together in an effort

13

to establish better communications, that data

14

transfer and so forth.

15

been built really piecemeal but it has come

16

together very nicely to serve the

17

governments.

18

The Oahu system has

I think the Maui experience, because

19

we're sort of farther down the road, is

20

totally different.

21

a, a pretty robust network that's going to

22

work for both County and State government --

23

and it was a significant and, and when you

24

say significant, we, we shouldn't talk to you

25

guys at Time Warner too much about this

I think what we've got is
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because some of those commitments were made

2

locally, but I think the Maui commitment is,

3

is a huge one.

4

And as we, because we were at the start

5

of the process and we're, I think the County

6

is wrestling with how to tie it all together,

7

the State is wrestling with how to tie it all
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8

together, but I think from an infrastructure

9

standpoint and how we've tried to reach as

10

many sites as we could in the, in the initial

11

build, I think Maui County's going to be very

12

well served by the present infrastructure and

13

also the future commitment that we've made

14

from Time Warner.

15

It's -- there's no way to value this in

16

terms of dollars.

17

dollar value, I think, is just in terms of

18

manpower and, and the cost of fiber and these

19

things, but the future dollar value, I think,

20

is literally tens of millions of dollars if

21

not more.

22

I mean the, the present

But we consider that important to us as

23

a company, important to, to fulfilling our

24

work with the community.

25

the State use this tool is something that I

How the County and
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1

want to stay as far away from as I can but I

2

think it's a very valuable tool.

3

what we're presently trying to do is to link

4

the, all of the Counties together through

5

this I-net infrastructure and that's where

6

the negotiation is going on now, on how much

And part of

7

of that band width is going to be

8

appropriate, how that band width should be

9

accounted for.

I think there is a struggle.

10

The State Department, the DCCA is

11

certainly keenly aware of the benefits of the

12

I-net and I think that they're working for

13

the best interest of each County and also

14

they're working real hard with this County to

15

make sure that things happen.

16

that we don't leave sort of loose ends.

17

mean there's always sort of been the

18

underserved part of any community.

19

And that means
I

We're talking about services into Hana,

20

not into Kalaupapa yet but, you know, I,

21

we're wrestling with that one a little bit,

22

but at least, you know, trying to figure out

23

how to do things on Molokai, Lanai and, and

24

more of the remote parts of the County.

25

This County has been very well served
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by the I-net, I think very well served by the

2

cable company and I think they're probably

3

the leader right now in terms of that.

4

We're, we're looking, Time Warner is

5

looking to get another franchise for the

6

Island of Kauai and we think that Kauai will
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7

derive the same benefit from being sort of

8

later in the game and so we're, we're still

9

looking to serve the community interest

10

there.

11

CHAIR MOLINA:

Okay.

Excuse me, Mr. McLaughlin,

12

before you continue, I was, it was brought to

13

my attention that, Mr. Santos, you do have to

14

leave at 11:00 today?

15

MR. SANTOS:

No, 11:10.

16

CHAIR MOLINA:

Oh, 11:10.

Okay.

We do have a

17

couple more presenters today, so if you would

18

like to go ahead and wrap it up within the

19

next 10 minutes so Mr. Santos can leave and

20

we can proceed with the rest of our

21

presentations this morning.

22
23

Mr. McLaughlin, go ahead.
MEMBER McLAUGHLIN:

Thank you, Mr. Chair.

24

for noting the Kauai acquisition.

25

going to ask you about that.

Thanks

I was

I know that the
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hearings have been scheduled so on Kauai, and

2

so with that, you know, with that presumed

3

approval of the transfer, that will make Time

4

Warner the statewide cable provider for

5

Hawaii, and as you indicated I think give us,
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6

give us a great opportunity to do that

7

interconnecting.

8
9

So just looking at Maui County right
now, and obviously we will follow up with the

10

folks here in the County, but I believe I

11

heard Mr. Verkerke say that the interconnects

12

between the island within the County, that is

13

between the I-net sites on Molokai and Lanai,

14

were not yet set up to be full interconnect

15

and they were talking about packets, packet

16

switch networks or some other work-around, is

17

that in the plans to be implemented that it

18

will be part of the I-net or what's your,

19

what can you tell us about interisland

20

capacity within the County and then between

21

Maui County and the rest of the State?

22

MR. SANTOS:

Well, we have no physical connection

23

now between Maui and Lanai and Molokai and

24

there is none planned.

25

interconnection, I mean the piece of fiber,

By a physical
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okay?
There are microwave facilities that I

3

think can be integrated.

That's why we're

4

looking for a site now up in Lahaina.

5

There -- You know, we can do different things

6

with that site but I think that part, as far

7

as the way the franchise is set up, as long

8

as it's not a, a fiber interconnection, then

9

that becomes more the responsibility of the

10

County than -- and the State than, than Time

11

Warner.

12

So we may provide a co-location

13

facility if that's what, what's worked out,

14

but right now I think we're more focused on

15

sort of an island by island kind of solution

16

and then we'll figure out the physical

17

interconnects down the road somewhat.

18

MEMBER McLAUGHLIN:

Okay.

I'll, I'll leave my

19

questions here since we don't have very much

20

time but thanks a lot for being here.

21

CHAIR MOLINA:

22

Santos?

23

Members, any other questions for Mr.

Ms. Skog?

VICE-CHAIR SKOG:

Yeah, just, just a couple

24

questions on clarification.

You mentioned a

25

site in Haleakala, on Haleakala?
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1

MR. SANTOS:

2

VICE-CHAIR SKOG:

3

MR. SANTOS:

4

Yes.
Where is that?

On the side.

It's, it's somewhere

where -- I haven't, I've been up there but I

5

can't tell you exactly.

6

the road as you drive up but it's, it's a

7

site where we receive our satellite signals

8

and it's also a site that we can see down

9

into Hana so we have to do a microwave shot

10

down into Hana.

11

VICE-CHAIR SKOG:

12

MR. SANTOS:

13

VICE-CHAIR SKOG:

14

MR. SANTOS:

15
16

You can see it from

Is it on private land?

I think so.
Okay.

Or is that, is that from the State?

I'm looking up there.

Nobody seems to know.

Haleakala ranch.

17

MR. SANTOS:

Haleakala Ranch, okay.

18

VICE-CHAIR SKOG:

19

MR. SANTOS:

20

VICE-CHAIR SKOG:

Haleakala Ranch.

Okay.

Somebody's been looking.
And you mentioned high speed data

21

connection to all public schools, that is not

22

yet completed?

23

MR. SANTOS:

24

VICE-CHAIR SKOG:

25

No.
No.

What is your projection for

that?
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MR. SANTOS:
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Well, we've just -- How long ago did

we introduce RoadRunner out here?
About a year and a half.
MR. SANTOS:

About a year and a half.

We still

5

haven't fully deployed.

We are working now

6

to deploy high speed data service into

7

Molokai.

8

June.

We expect that that will happen by

9

And one of the first things we have to

10

do is service one of the schools on the east

11

side which was part of the SMA agreement.

12

fact, we, we had to give them $5,000 worth of

13

computer equipment as part of the deal.

14

think the schools will come and, and it's as

15

requests go in and as part of the I-net.

16

know, we're also doing an DOE network here,

17

so all of those things sort of happen as we

18

finish up our upgrade and then we get to do

19

actual installation.

20

the end of this calendar most of that should

21

be done.

22

VICE-CHAIR SKOG:

Okay.

In

So I

You

So I'd say probably by

It sounds like it might

23

be -- I'm not aware of what happened on

24

Molokai with the exception of what was just

25

stated here.

Is there a way for you to sort
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of capture the process --

2

MR. SANTOS:

Capture?

3

VICE-CHAIR SKOG:

-- however broken it might have

4

been and, and submit it in written form or is

5

that --

6

MR. SANTOS:

Well, I think, I don't think the

7

process was broken.

I think we went in, you

8

know, thinking that we weren't disturbing

9

anything.

Again we were dealing with a

10

private landowner and, and it was in a real,

11

it's in a real remote part of the island.

12

And what we built probably can't be seen from

13

anywhere but I guess the middle of the ocean,

14

the channel between Maui and Molokai, but I

15

don't know that you can fix the, fix the

16

problem because you're still dealing with a

17

private landowner who feels that he has

18

certain rights to do what he wants to do on

19

his own land.

20

in and condemning land and making things

21

possible, I don't think anybody wants to get

22

into that.

23

And short of the County going

But I think going forward, information

24

to the County from us, you know, when we're

25

going to build a site like this, may be
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3

landowners there's still a governmental

4

process to be gone through.

5

times the private landowners are a little

6

more onerous than government so we, so we --

7

MEMBER McLAUGHLIN:

8

VICE-CHAIR SKOG:

9

was --

11

MR. SANTOS:

12

VICE-CHAIR SKOG:

13

MR. SANTOS:

14

VICE-CHAIR SKOG:

16

Can we quote him on that?

I, I just as a last.

You noted

earlier Time Warner's not here yet or what

10

15

And most of the

Did I say that?
Maybe I misunderstood.

Time Warner Telecom, yes.
Telecom, okay.

Okay.

Is that

something projected to come in?
MR. SANTOS:

They're trying to identify a business

17

case to come in but that's while we're, we're

18

sort of joined at the hip with the first two

19

words of Time Warner.

20

certainly there where they're a telecom

21

provider and we're a cable service provider,

22

so they're moving to their own drum beat.

23
24
25

VICE-CHAIR SKOG:

The differences are

So it would be a separate

division or activity -MR. SANTOS:

Yes.
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1

VICE-CHAIR SKOG:

2

MR. SANTOS:

Whatever?

Although we know them very well.

3

MR. JAEGER:

Okay.

4

CHAIR MOLINA:

Thank you, Mr. Chair.

Okay.

Thank you, Ms. Skog.

5

Committee Members, any last questions for Mr.

6

Santos before he has to leave in the next

7

couple minutes?

8

MEMBER McLAUGHLIN:

9

Okay.

Mr. McLaughlin?

Will you come back and visit us

visit us again some time?

10

MR. SANTOS:

Absolutely.

11

CHAIR MOLINA:

By the way, Members, if you have

12

additional questions for Mr. Santos, please

13

submit them to Staff and we can write to Mr.

14

Santos and get a response.

15

MR. SANTOS:

If I could just, you know, just for

16

one second infringe upon everybody's time,

17

while I was in charge of getting the upgrade

18

done and a lot of the infrastructure done

19

here, direct supervision over the operation

20

on Maui was not mine for -- until the end of

21

January of this year, so there are some

22

management changes that have come about as

23

part of the Oceanic Time Warner of Hawaii

24

operation.

25

Our general manager, Malia Gerard, is
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2

That has nothing to do with me, I hope.

3

a reflection of what she wants to do with her

4

life, so I have with me this morning a couple

5

people that you can count on as a resource.

6

Nancy Chaplik and Jeff Knight are, are both

7

on the island and they're also a resource for

8

this Committee.

9

It's

We will be looking to make the

10

operation and keep the operation as a part of

11

the Hawaii division certainly, but I just

12

wanted to let the Committee know things were

13

changing and that while Sean says he may not

14

see me very often, I think you guys may see

15

more of me than you may want to in the future

16

so here I am and, and they're also at your

17

disposal, so thank you, Mr. Chairman.

18

CHAIR MOLINA:

Thank you, Mr. Santos, for making

19

yourself available to us today and in the

20

future.

21

Okay.

Members, next we have to do

22

their presentation from the Pacific LightNet

23

Company, we have Mr. Rob Volker.

24

you could assume the position at the podium.

25

If you could go ahead and --

Mr. Volker,
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That would be great.

2

CHAIR MOLINA:

-- and give us a brief overview and

3

then we'll subject you to questions from the

4

committee.

5

MR. VOLKER:

Thank you.

Thanks.

Good morning.

6

Volker.

7

Officer of Pacific LightNet.

My name is Rob

I'm President and Chief Operating

8

For those of you that may not be

9

familiar, Pacific LightNet is a new company.

10

We were formed early last year.

11

competitive telecommunications provider.

12

acquired the assets of GST Telecom here in

13

Hawaii through a bankruptcy proceeding and

14

have been operating as Pacific LightNet,

15

under the Pacific LightNet since October of

16

last year, so we've been in existence a

17

little over -- well, operating as a company a

18

little over six months.

19

from the Hawaii Public Utilities Commission

20

in August of last year, so at that point.

21

We're a
We

We received our CPCN

Basically Pacific LightNet, we offer

22

voice and data services throughout the State

23

and we specialize in connectivity both

24

between the islands as well as between the

25

Mainland United States and over into the
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1

State.

We also operate Hawaii Online which

2

is Hawaii's third largest ISP, internet

3

service provider.

4

Who are we?

Well, we've got about

5

15,000 or so subscribers right now,

6

customers.

7

lines in service throughout the State.

8

profitable.

9

in annual revenue.

We have about 8500 telephone
We're

We do about 18 million dollars
We have minimal debt.

We

10

have about 60 employees throughout the State.

11

We have a sales representative here on Maui.

12

We're also looking to add some local service

13

personnel as well over the next year.

14

Basically, our investors, we have two

15

major investors that own the entire company.

16

One is an organization called Next Net

17

Ventures.

18

consulting firm out of Washougal, Washington.

19

They're 1500 percent owned by a gentleman by

20

the name of John Warda.

21

competitive communications entrepreneur.

22

has founded a number of businesses.

23

notably, he was a founder of GST.

24

also a founder of a company called Electric

25

Light Wave that operates in Western United

They're a private investment and

John is a
He

Most

He was
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1

States.

And most recently he founded a third

2

company called Velocita Communications which

3

is a, builds a number of dark fiber networks

4

throughout the United States.

5

Our second primary investor is a

6

company by the name of Tomen Communication --

7

Tomen Corporation.

8

It's a Japanese corporation that's

9

headquartered in Tokyo.

Tomen is headquartered --

It has about 19

10

billion in annual revenues.

11

corporation traded on the Tokyo Stock

12

Exchange and owns a number, has investments

13

in a number of companies and affiliates in

14

over 50, 50 countries, so it's pretty

15

substantial.

16

It's a public

So the question is what assets did we

17

acquire through the GST acquisition?

We

18

acquired all the terrestrial fiber optic and

19

switching network assets of GST Hawaii.

20

acquired the majority of the undersea network

21

throughout the State, all the existing lit

22

segments of the undersea network as well as

23

12 of the 24 strands.

24

optic system undersea system to Kauai, Kauai

25

or Kauai, Maui and the Big Island.

We

It's a 24 strand fiber

We also
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1

acquired all the undersea fiber that goes,

2

that serves the Islands of Molokai and Lanai

3

as well as the assets of Hawaii Online.

4

As far as the communications

5

infrastructure that we currently have in

6

place in Maui County, we currently operate

7

the only fiber optic backbone network that

8

connects all three of the major islands.

9

undersea network serving Maui is an OC-48

Our

10

ring, 2 dot 5 gigabits connecting the island,

11

connecting Maui, the islands of Maui County

12

to Oahu.

13

Molokai, Lanai and Maui as well.

14

to the south we also connect to the Big

15

Island of Hawaii via an OC-12 or a 540

16

megabit ring.

17

There's a ring also runs between
Off of Maui

To access this backbone network, we

18

operate several terrestrial fiber optic

19

networks throughout the County.

20

to locations served directly by our backbone

21

network, we also co-locate and interconnect

22

with Verizon.

23

run a number of DS 345 megabit hubs

24

throughout the major Verizon central offices

25

that we use to aggregate end user traffic and

In addition

Purchased tail circuits and
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1

then bring it back onto, back onto our

2

backbone network.

3

Specifically by island, on Maui, on the

4

Island of Maui our undersea cable comes

5

ashore in Wailea, travels underground about

6

five miles to our hub site in the Maui

7

Research Tech Park.

8

Tech Park, we operate an OC-12 ring that

9

serves all the major buildings.

10

Within Maui Research

Also from the Maui Research Tech Park,

11

our fiber interconnects via an OC-12 facility

12

that goes over to our virtual co-location

13

with Verizon, virtual co-location and

14

interconnection with Verizon in Kihei.

15

then from there, Verizon tail circuits are

16

used to serve other, other customers located

17

on the Island of Maui.

18

And

On Molokai, our undersea backbone cable

19

comes assure directly at Kaunakakai in our

20

facility hub right there on the beach.

21

Kaunakakai, we, our terrestrial cable travels

22

across the island approximately 35 miles or

23

so and terminates in Maunaloa Town, stops at

24

our wireless facility hub in Puunana.

25

From

Wireless -- As a rule, Pacific LightNet
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1

is not going to be providing wireless service

2

and does not use wireless service as part of

3

our network.

4

technology and going more towards fiber

5

optic.

6

microwave shots that are still in place that

7

we currently use although we'll be phasing

8

those out over the next several years, so we

9

don't really plan on expanding those

10
11

We're moving away from that

We do have some point to point

facilities except on a case by case basis.
Right now the facility that serves the

12

Island of Molokai is an OC-3 ring.

It runs

13

at 155 megabits.

14

optic spur that comes from our hub, serves

15

the hospital and clinic facilities in

16

Kaunakakai.

We also have a second fiber

17

On Lanai, our undersea cable comes

18

ashore at Manele Bay, comes assure, travels a

19

short distance to our hub site that's located

20

adjacent to the harbor.

21

then we have a short spur that goes down to

22

the Manele Bay Hotel where we interconnect

23

with Verizon facilities as well as provide

24

services to the hotel.

25

From our hub site,

In terms of our infrastructure plans,
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1

right now we're currently looking at several

2

vendors to upgrade the electronics on the

3

undersea system that serves Maui County.

4

want to upgrade the facilities to what's

5

referred to as dense wave division multiplexy

6

technology.

7

enable us to significantly increase the

8

capacity that we have available on, on the

9

undersea cable.

We

DWDM technology is going to

10

Basically what it does is in a, in the

11

old style technology, you had a single laser

12

that operated a -- had a single frequency of

13

light.

14

you can support up to, I think the current

15

implementation, start of the art

16

implementation, it's about 64 different

17

colors of light on a single fiber.

18

of those is capable of carrying approximately

19

10 gigabites of data, so you can see the

20

exponential increase in capacity that could

21

potentially be available.

With dense wave division multiplexy,

Each one

22

We're pretty excited about it.

We

23

think it's going to do a number of things.

24

It's going to make gigabit, gigabit access to

25

data services probably very commonplace.
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1

We'll also probably introduce new price

2

performance points in the marketplace that we

3

expect to see.

4

carrying high definition video as well as

5

multi-media data services.

6

So it will also be capable of

In terms of our immediate plans, we

7

have no immediate plans to build additional

8

fiber optic facilities in Maui County;

9

however, depending upon customer, customer

10

demand, that may change.

We are however

11

looking to expand our interconnections with

12

people that do have fiber in the islands,

13

particularly or particularly the County, Maui

14

Electric, Time Warner Cable.

15

discussions with at least two of the three

16

looking at upgrading and interconnecting the

17

undersea, our undersea facilities with, with

18

their on-island fiber for distribution.

19

That's really about all my

We've had

20

presentation.

There is an information

21

package.

22

probably has a little more detailed

23

information in terms of the services we

24

offer.

25

made up and have them sent over.

I only made five of them but it

If, if we need more, I could get more
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CHAIR MOLINA:

Thank you, Mr. Volker for that very

2

detailed presentation.

3

any questions for Mr. Volker at this time?

4

Okay.

5

Committee Members,

Ms. Skog?

VICE-CHAIR SKOG:

Do you have any employees -- I'm

6

sorry if I missed this, but do you have any

7

employees on Maui?

8

MR. VOLKER:

Yeah, we have one sales rep and we're

9

going to be looking to add some customer

10

service or some technical support folks.

11

Currently right now we have about 60

12

employees.

13

customers, we'll fly them in.

14

remote access as well so we can do a lot of

15

our service remotely.

16

Whenever we need to service

VICE-CHAIR SKOG:

Okay.

And we have

I'm not quite sure how to

17

frame this, but looking down the road it

18

occurs to me that as we look at shaping

19

ordinances, well, policy and then ordinances

20

for the County that it, it would be good to

21

be aware of opportunities for our community

22

in terms of types of services or -- well,

23

mostly types of services that are on the

24

horizon or are emerging.

25

that you're aware of that we should be aware

Are there any that,
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1

of as we look at shaping policy and

2

ordinances?

3

MR. VOLKER:

Well, I think a number of the

4

presenters have done a good job of covering a

5

lot of the emerging technologies.

6

from our perspective, it's all about

7

interconnection and connectivity.

8

that folks are interconnected, the, the

9

better price performance generally you'll see

I think

The more

10

off of, off of all the providers.

11

kind of our focus is we want to make sure

12

that, that when folks have facilities such as

13

I-nets that they're interconnected with our

14

network so they can take advantage of the

15

services that we have to offer.

16

MR. JAEGER:

Okay.

17

CHAIR MOLINA:

And that's

Thank you.

Thank you, Ms. Skog.

Any other

18

questions for Mr. Volker at this time?

19

Seeing none, thank you very much.

20

MR. VOLKER:

Thank you.

21

CHAIR MOLINA:

Okay.

Members, next to do a

22

presentation we have from the Pacific Radio

23

Group Mr. Chuck Bergson.

24

MR. BERGSON:

25

CHAIR MOLINA:

Hi.

Good morning.

Good morning.
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Thank you, Council Chair and

2

Committee Members.

3

similar Committee meeting quite some time

4

ago.

5

was.

6
7

I don't even remember how long ago it

CHAIR MOLINA:

I'm sorry, Mr. Bergson, before you

continue --

8

MR. BERGSON:

9

CHAIR MOLINA:

10

I've actually been to a

Oh, yeah.
-- could you state your name and

organization --

11

MR. BERGSON:

12

CHAIR MOLINA:

13

MR. BERGSON:

My apologies.
-- for the record?
I'm, I'm Chuck Bergson and I'm the

14

President and CEO of the Pacific Radio Group

15

and I also represent another company of which

16

I'm the president, Island Air Waves.

17

And really my core business is the

18

radio business and that in itself demands

19

some infrastructure which a lot of it has

20

been here for 50 plus years, a long time.

21

And just the basic necessity of our

22

business has required us to look at and

23

develop tower sites.

24

the idea of future growth opportunities that

We've done that with

25

we felt would be emerging and we did that
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1

with our, our tower site up at Uapalakua

2

Ranch.

3

level.

It's located up at the 4500 foot

4

And essentially when we developed the

5

site, we developed it with the antenna farm

6

concept in mind, so what that basically means

7

is that we, we overbuilt what our specific

8

needs and requirements were with the idea for

9

co-location and making our facilities

10

available to other users who may need them.

11

So that's really --

12

That's our, our primary, primary site.

13

It's a 199 foot self-supporting tower that is

14

supported by three phase power that is

15

supplied by Maui Electric as well as we have

16

back-up generator power yet at the site.

17

also have 1600 square feet of equipment

18

shelter to house transmitters and other

19

support equipment.

20

We

We have several other sites that I just

21

thought I'd share with you.

We have

22

approximately a 500 foot tower which is right

23

down here by the Maui News which is the KMVI

24

radio tower.

Incidentally our company,

25

Pacific Radio Group, owns and operates six
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radio stations on the island and KMVI is one

2

of them.

3

We also have a 250 foot guide tower out

4

on the Mokulele Highway, which is kind of

5

near the entrance of Kihei.

6

foot guide tower up in Keokea that was for

7

our KMVI FM station which has a 12 by 25 foot

8

concrete block building and power available

9

as well.

We have a 150

And then we have a couple of

10

monopoles at our main offices over on 311 Ano

11

Street in Kahului.

12

I don't really foresee us having any

13

future needs right now with the exception of

14

possibly putting another pole at our main

15

office to support some of our microwave

16

dishes and links, but we are happy to make

17

our facilities available for co-location when

18

technically feasible.

19

not, but in some cases it is, and in a lot of

20

cases it is.

In some cases it's

And we're happy to share them.

21

As I mentioned, we did that, we

22

developed the sites with that in mind or at

23

least the more recent site with that in mind.

24

And basically that's really all I have to

25

share.
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CHAIR MOLINA:

Thank you, Mr. Bergson.

Committee

2

Members, any questions for Mr. Bergson at

3

this time?

Mr. McLaughlin?

4

MEMBER McLAUGHLIN:

5

being here.

6

MR. BERGSON:

7

MEMBER McLAUGHLIN:

Aloha, Chuck.

Thanks a lot for

Sure.
I appreciate you coming back.

8

I think it was, it was just about two years

9

ago I guess.

Two and a half maybe.

10

MR. BERGSON:

Time flies.

11

MEMBER McLAUGHLIN:

First of all, I guess I want to

12

acknowledge that that's a pretty visionary

13

thing you guys did when you developed that

14

antenna farm.

15

MR. BERKOFF:

Thank you.

16

MEMBER McLAUGHLIN:

And I guess there's always a

17

certain amount -- Like any sort of

18

entrepreneurial endeavor, there's a certain

19

amount of risk and opportunity tied together.

20

I was just wondering if you, if there's

21

any -- I, I know that the relocation of the

22

TV transmitters at the top of the mountain

23

has been of interest, is there any, is there

24

any recent development or any update you can

25

give us on that?

Because being in the
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business you're probably, I'm sure, much more

2

informed than we are on what the status is.

3

MR. BERGSON:

You know, I really, I don't have a

4

lot to comment other than our, our facilities

5

are available.

6

they, they need to arrive at.

7

It's a business decision that

You know, part of the -- When you talk

8

about having the vision, it was back when Mr.

9

Miskae was the Planning Director and I went

10

and met with him and he had shared with me

11

that his vision was not to have Haleakala

12

turn into what looked like a porcupine with

13

towers all over it and that, you know, helped

14

in, in part of our decision-making and in, in

15

agreement with what his thinking was.

16

MEMBER McLAUGHLIN:

It, it may be because that

17

happened a while back you don't have recent

18

perspective for us but I'm just, I guess one

19

of the, one of the dynamics as you observed

20

and know very well is the different levels of

21

permitting and authority that are required.

22

MR. BERGSON:

Right.

23

MEMBER McLAUGHLIN:

And from the Federal, from FCC

24

for the band width and frequencies and

25

transmissions and so forth to, I presume, the
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1

State in terms of some of the land use, there

2

may be PUC.

3

factor into you at all.

I don't know if they actually

4

MR. BERGSON:

No.

5

MEMBER McLAUGHLIN:

And then, and then the County's

6

role.

Are there any general recommendations

7

or observations you could make for us from

8

your long experience in this area about how

9

we might look at what the proper role for the

10

County?

11

MR. BERGSON:

I guess, you know, generally speaking

12

and I don't fully understand it at all from,

13

at least from the County's standpoint, but

14

the special use permit is something that is a

15

necessity for a certain number of our

16

facilities and that's something that has to

17

be renewed.

18

one-year, three-year, five-year type renewal.

19

And each time that you do have to renew it,

20

there is a certain amount of time, energy and

21

expense involved.

22

And it tends to follow a

And I guess my only observation would

23

be is that if when, when the special use

24

permits are issued, they could come for a

25

longer or greater period of time.

I mean and
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1

I guess when you develop a facility, you

2

undertake that risk that for whatever reason

3

your permit may be not renewed.

4

that's the only thing that I would, I would

5

add is, you know, the potential for having

6

your extension periods become greater.

7

MEMBER McLAUGHLIN:

8

MR. BERGSON:

9

CHAIR MOLINA:

So I guess

Thank you very much.

Thank you.
Thank you, Mr. McLaughlin.

I have

10

one question, one of my Subcommittee Members

11

brought up the subject of Civil Defense.

12

Which of your six stations is designated as a

13

Civil Defense station for Maui?

14

MR. BERGSON:

15

CHAIR MOLINA:

16

MR. BERGSON:

That would be KMVI AM 550.
Okay.

And anything for the FM band?

Well, they all -- they feed off of

17

each other but the primary is the KMVI AM

18

station.

19

CHAIR MOLINA:

20
21

Okay.

Thank you.

Members?

Ms.

Skog?
VICE-CHAIR SKOG:

How many clients do you have at

22

the Ulapalakua Ranch site?

23

MR. BERGSON:

24

seven.

25

We presently have six, I believe,

Six or seven.

VICE-CHAIR SKOG:

All right.

Thank you.
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CHAIR MOLINA:

All right.

Thank you.

Members, any

2

other questions for Mr. Bergson at this time?

3

Seeing none, thank you, Mr. Bergson --

4

MR. BERGSON:

Great, thank you.

5

CHAIR MOLINA:

-- coming down.

6

Okay.

Appreciate it.

Next, we have -- Members, first

7

I'd like for you to go towards the back of

8

your binders and we have three letters that

9

happen to be dated March 11th.

10

If you'd refer to the letter that has

11

to do with the subject of communications

12

infrastructure -- well, the second letter.

13

That's a memo to Mr. Takayesu of the

14

Corporation Counsel's office.

15

call upon Mr. David Ching from the Mayor's

16

Office and also Mr. Verkerke from MIS to come

17

up and take a seat here.

18

give a response to the letters that were sent

19

by this Subcommittee.

20

sent to the Mayor's Office.

21

that clarification.

I'd like to

They're here to

I'm sorry, the letters
I should make

22

The second letter that, let's look at

23

that one to Mayor Apana with the four

24

questions.

25

with Mr. Verkerke on this.

I guess we could start, I guess,
I guess the first
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1

question is did, did we get a listing of all

2

the County-owned facilities?

3

being currently passed out right now.

4
5
6
7

MR. CHING:

It's

Mr. Chair, David Ching from the Office

of the Mayor.
CHAIR MOLINA:

Okay.

We'll start -- I guess you'd

like to respond to that particular letter?

8

MR. CHING:

9

CHAIR MOLINA:

10

Okay.

MR. CHING:

Sure.
Okay.

Proceed.

We were not able to get a complete

11

comprehensive list of the County-owned

12

facilities prior to this meeting.

13

actually kind of difficult to get that

14

information from our Finance Department

15

reports; however, what we have being passed

16

around is a listing of the County facilities

17

that we have determined will, will receive

18

connectivity from Time Warner with high speed

19

fiber optic cable.

20

It's

The list is 51 facilities long, and the

21

original work listings that we had had

22

upwards of about 90 facilities that were

23

identified.

24

the current 51 facilities was that some of

25

the facilities identified were restrooms and

Why this list was culled down to
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1

non-work areas that at the time our project

2

group as well as the deputies and directors

3

of various departments didn't feel that

4

providing high speed connectivity was a real

5

good use of the resources that were going to

6

be deployed by Time Warner.

7

So we've come down to this final list

8

and we've been working on it for about a year

9

and a half now.

And in the far right hand

10

corner of your list is a status, the current

11

status as of yesterday of each facility.

12

what I'll do is, I guess, open for questions

13

or comments on this list of facilities.

14

CHAIR MOLINA:

Okay.

And

Thank you, Mr. Ching.

15

Committee Members, any questions for Mr.

16

Ching at this time?

17

Ms. Perreira.

18

MEMBER PERREIRA:

We'll start first with

Good morning, David.

19

for being here.

20

on your (____) project.

Thank you

Thank you for your good work

21

MR. CHING:

Thank you.

22

MEMBER PERREIRA:

I'm wondering, you mentioned this

23

list of 51 facilities that was scaled down

24

from 90 that were proposed, among those 90

25

was anything proposed for the Haiku area or
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East Maui area?
MR. CHING:

That would be correct.

I believe the

3

Haiku Community Center was identified as well

4

as sites out in Kanai.

5

remoteness of those locations, it, it wasn't

6

felt that the use of those facilities, as

7

compared to what we thought it would take to

8

provide the connectivity to those facilities,

9

would be worth our time and effort now.

10

However, due to the

And we were of the opinion that if

11

those, if that proved to be, if it proved to

12

be necessary in the future to connect those

13

facilities that we'd take it up at that time.

14

And that's where, that's where, that's why

15

that decision occurred to omit those

16

locations.

17

MEMBER PERREIRA:

I'm just a little bit confused

18

and maybe somebody can help me with this, but

19

I thought Mr. Santos with Time Warner

20

mentioned that they had as one of their

21

requirements, they were going to try to

22

connect to the schools and so not having this

23

connection, not having this connection in the

24

Haiku area or in the East Maui area, does

25

that mean that that would be affecting the
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1

schools in that area as well, not being able

2

to be connected?

3

MR. CHING:

No, not, not necessarily.

What's

4

occurring is that we're actually building out

5

a separate network from the schools from the

6

State.

7

Maui County facilities.

8
9

Our network is just going to be for

Our network will touch and will be
connected at several points; for instance,

10

between our main computing center here in the

11

County building and the State's computing

12

center across the street here in Wailuku will

13

be touch points where our networks will touch

14

and where we will be able to access what is

15

called and what Mr. Santos referred to as the

16

I-net that gives us the capability to

17

communicate with State agencies as well as

18

other County agencies.

19

So in terms of our own County network,

20

we didn't feel that we could get to those

21

locations with high speed fiber optic

22

connectivity and, and pay for the equipment

23

that needs to go into those facilities in a

24

timely manner and an efficient manner that

25

would really be a benefit to us since those
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1

facilities don't have regular, or at the time

2

that the decision or decisions were made,

3

they didn't have regular, regular use by

4

County agencies as, as operating facilities,

5

so we tried to focus on that primarily.

6

that answer your question?

7

MEMBER PERREIRA:

Yes.

Does

Is it, is it because like

8

you said you didn't have the, the funds, I

9

guess, available?

Is it because at the time

10

there was a projected amount to phase in some

11

of these improvements in the County budget

12

that, that you had to make -- In other words,

13

you had limited funds so you had to use the

14

limited funds to only have "x" amount of

15

sites brought on?

16

MR. CHING:

Part of it was funding, what was

17

available, part of it was what we felt the

18

use would be and, and we didn't feel that the

19

use would be so great that we'd need to

20

provide fiber optic connectivity.

21

There are options to provide other

22

types of connectivity which would include

23

cable, RoadRunner access, DSL access,

24

wireless access even if we had to or even

25

telephone 56 K modem access.

We didn't feel
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1

that the data requirements of those areas

2

were such that they required high speed

3

connectivity.

4

But that's not the only criteria that

5

helped us make decisions.

You're going to

6

see here on our list some facilities that

7

look like they wouldn't have high speed band

8

width requirements either; however, they may

9

be passthroughs for us to get to other

10

facilities that need that high speed band

11

width.

12

So there was quite a bit of thought

13

that went into, went into the selection of

14

the sites and it wasn't just funding; however

15

funding is quite important.

16
17

MEMBER PERREIRA:

I wonder given the census

information has come out recently that that

18

the east end, especially the Haiku area,

19

being one of the most rapidly growing areas

20

on the island, I think it's after Kihei, is

21

there thought to reconsidering that decision

22

in expanding it to that area?

23

plans for, for expanding it in that area in

24

the future?

25

MR. CHING:

Are there any

At this time I don't think there's any
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1

plans that exist to, to upgrade the

2

connectivity or provide fiber optic

3

connectivity to Haiku Community Center.

4

don't know how far along the DOE is with

5

getting access to the schools.

6

Time Warner isn't required to provide them

7

with fiber optics to the schools, they just

8

have to provide them with connectivity.

9

I know they were looking at providing

I

I know that

And

10

RoadRunner access, which is fairly high

11

speed, and I don't know how far along they

12

are with that.

13

MEMBER PERREIRA:

So this list -- Thank you David.

14

So this list that you presented us today,

15

they're going to be the only areas that will

16

be connected, that there are plans to have --

17

they're either connected or will be

18
19

connected?
MR. CHING:

These are areas that will be connected

20

to our high speed network, yes; however,

21

they're not the only ones that will be

22

connected to our network.

23

other sites that we, we may not be able to

24

hook up with optical fiber and those would

25

need to get access to our network either

There will be
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1

through DSL, through RoadRunner or an, an

2

alternative, even phone line.

3

Some, some of our areas are pretty

4

remote and even Time Warner won't reach them

5

with fiber optics, so we're, we're going to

6

be faced with the problem, just like they

7

are, of providing some form of connectivity.

8

MEMBER PERREIRA:

I wonder if it's possible that we

9

could maybe get a list of some of those

10

other, other sites and some of the other

11

options that, you know, they're going to be

12

used so at least we have it, that it's not

13

like they're not going to be able to have

14

communication, be connected to a

15

communication system.

16

procedure us with that information, that

But if you could

17

would and helpful.

18

MR. CHING:

Sure.

19

MEMBER PERREIRA:

20

CHAIR MOLINA:

21

VICE-CHAIR SKOG:

Thank you.

Thank you, Ms. Perreira.

Ms. Skog?

I, I just wanted clarification.

22

It sounds like, for instance, in the Haiku

23

case, it's not a matter of them being

24

connected or not, they are connected; it's

25

just the level of, or the quality of it.

I
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1

mean the fiber optic brings another level of

2

quality to it; is, is that correct?

3

MR. CHING:

As far as the Haiku Community Center

4

is, we, we didn't have any plans to hook them

5

up to our network, but we definitely didn't

6

have plans to hook them up with our fiber

7

connectivity but that's not to say they could

8

not be hooked up --

9

VICE-CHAIR SKOG:

10

MR. CHING:

11

VICE-CHAIR SKOG:

Right.

-- to our network in some form.
My question has to do with the

12

type of use you use as a way to determine

13

whether to connect.

14

MR. CHING:

We looked at mainly two types of data

15

that would be transmitted over the network;

16

one would just be pure data and the other

17

would be voice video.

18

tried to balance out the cost and the

19

existing resources to build out this network

20

and, and make sure that we got to all the

21

facilities that we, we needed to to get the

22

data transmission going.

23

And we tried to, we

And then the voice video part, that was

24

like an add-on for us where we could use

25

community centers or we could use regional
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2

the future, understand, look at providing a

3

conduit, that we could use voice and video

4

communications to conduct meetings and, and

5

have the community be able to participate in,

6

in government activities.

7

So we, we looked at the different areas

8

and, and tried to make some, we tried to make

9

some educated decisions on, you know, who got

10

the, who gets the connectivity since it does

11

require a little bit of money to bring up a

12

site.

13

Although Time Warner is giving us the

14

physical fiber connectivity and, and the

15

termination point in a facility for free,

132

16

we've still got to come up with the switches,

17

hubs and routers in each facility to make

18

sure that it, it all works together on our

19

network.

20

of 10, $15,000 for a site and that's, those

21

are some of the things we have to balance

22

out.

23

And some of those could be upwards

VICE-CHAIR SKOG:

So, for example, let's say the

24

Kula Community Center selection, and the

25

kinds of information you needed to transmit
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1

there or back, either way, how, how did that,

2

for instance, compare with the Haiku, was it

3

a matter of cost and, you know, it was easier

4

to get to Kula or was it --

5
6

MR. CHING:

Actually Kula is a passthrough for us.

It goes to the Kula Fire Station.

7

VICE-CHAIR SKOG:

8

MR. CHING:

9
10

Okay.

So that automatically.

And then part

of our ring going back to, to Wailea.
You've got to imagine this fiber ring

11

that's in Central Maui as being a huge --

12

well, it is a huge circle and it starts from

13

Ma'alaea and comes all the way up along the

14

highway near Waikapu.

15

Central Maui and then it goes out along Hana

Through us here in

16

Highway towards Baldwin Avenue.

17

turns up and goes through Baldwin Avenue all

18

the way up to Makawao.

19

the way through Kula and, and they've just

20

recently got the franchise agreement, I'm

21

sorry, the easement agreement with Wailea 670

22

and they'll come down from Kula through 670

23

to hook up again in Wailea and then complete

24

the ring all the way back to Ma'alaea.

25

And then it

And it returns all

We'll, we'll be a part of that ring and
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1

that gives us some redundancy in case

2

somebody cuts one segment of the ring, we'll

3

be able to transmit the other way to make

4

sure that our network doesn't go down, so

5

that's, that's how the Central Maui ring is

6

built out.

7

When we talk about Lahaina, that's sort

8

of going to be on its own like -- it forms

9

like a big lollipop.

And then, and then that

10

spurs off of the big ring and goes straight

11

out to Lahaina and they'll be on their own if

12

things are cut.

13

get to some facilities.

14

it may not look like they have band width

So there was a necessity to
Like I said earlier,

15

requirements, but they're, they're essential

16

to get us to somewhere else.

17

VICE-CHAIR SKOG:

18

lollipop too?

19

MR. CHING:

Okay.

So is Hana going to be a

Hana is actually going to be served

20

within Hana with fiber optic cable but

21

getting to Hana from off the island will be

22

done right now by microwave relay, and

23

there's also frame relay available.

24

VICE-CHAIR SKOG:

25

CHAIR MOLINA:

Thank you.

Okay.

Thank you, Ms. Skog.

Mr.
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MEMBER McLAUGHLIN:
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Aloha, David.

3

here.

4

Jacob, thanks for coming back.

5

Good to see you again.

Thanks for being
And, and

I guess I want to make an overview

6

statement first of all.

I think this is a

7

fantastic accomplishment.

8

huge amount of work and I think you folks are

9

to be commended for this great leap forward

10

in sort of elevating the techno intelligence

11

of the County and its operations, so I don't

12

want to, I guess as we go into the layer,

13

layers of it, I want to start with that as an

14

understanding that I think that evaluating

It's obviously a

15

what you've done is really a significant

16

accomplishment.

17

So I think what, for me, I want to be

18

really careful that we're not sort of trying

19

to micromanage.

20

is properly administrative duties and we need

21

to be careful as we're advising the Council

22

that we don't, personally I don't think we

23

should lean that way so I think as we -- And

24

I don't, I'm not saying that we are but as we

25

look at the way the process is in

It seems to me a lot of this
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1

decision-making, so one of the first contexts

2

for me is looking at the decision in order

3

that the State had which is implemented here

4

for the County.

5

I'm reminded that in 1997 that my

6

agency was involved in a County-wide needs

7

assessment, needs ascertainment.

8

the County's needs for communications that

9

could be provided by the cable as it

10

What are

developed its infrastructure?

11

And that's when the County was invited

12

to participate in the discussion in this and

13

some of these requirements evolved from that

14

background work that started back then.

15

least my involvement started back in 97 with

16

evaluating what are the County's needs.

17

At

So when you look at the decision in

18

order that the State implemented with Time

19

Warner, you see the County is one of the

20

beneficiaries outlined, so it's, I think what

21

we're looking at in this list of 50 sites is

22

a combination actually because some of the

23

other items on the list were fire stations

24

were specifically listed.

25

didn't bring it, but it may be interesting

And I apologize, I
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1

for the Committee to look at what those I-net

2

obligations were, were in the decision in

3

order.

4

But my, my point is it's part of the

5

whole big matrix and vision for what, how

6

that industry is going to interact with our

7

community.

8

makes sense to me as a foundation piece but a

9

very strict reading of sort of the internal

10

functions of the County government in terms

11

of data networking or the first priority to

12

address, I think is reflected here as a

13

policy matter.

So they're very strict and it

That was a decision made to

14

pursue implementing those benefits first as

15

data network.

16

When you look at some of the other

17

obligations, what you'll see is health care

18

facilities, other State agencies.

19

list of some other kind of nonprofit agencies

20

and I think maybe as a policy matter --

21

Because I, I really want to look at this in a

22

going forward way.

23

getting concerned about a missed opportunity

24

that's gone by.

25

can do going forward.

There's a

There is no sense in us

We should focus on what we
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And I think one of the things you find

2

in our questions is what were the kinds of

3

services that you envisioned, so obviously,

4

and I think it's obvious, I'm personally a

5

little disappointed that video is still on

6

the horizon and not part of the immediate

7

plan and obviously I will continue to push

8

for that availability as a policy matter that

9

the ability of the County government and the

10

Council and the other agencies of the County

11

to deliver live video proceedings from each

12

of these sites and other sites around the

138

13

County including the Haiku Community Center

14

as a matter of policy should probably be a

15

priority item so that if a board or

16

commission or the Council itself were holding

17

a hearing that were of general interest to

18

the community and they wanted to make it

19

available in real time, that you could hold

20

your hearing in the Community Center in Kihei

21

and that would be televised live throughout

22

the County so all the residents of the County

23

could observe that.

24
25

And it makes sense that that would be
embedded as part of the infrastructure and
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1

implementation of the communications

2

infrastructure from the County's point of

3

view.

4

Now, understandably, that's a huge

5

stretch from where you started, which is

6

you've got dark fiber and how do you want it

7

wired so how you can build it?

8

wanted to put that context on it so you don't

9

feel like this is -- You know, I don't want

So I just

10

to look in the rearview mirror and make

11

criticisms of what you've done because

12

obviously you had a big job to do and you're

13

doing it so I have a couple quick questions

14

and I think you may have already answered

15

them.

16

them.

17

I just want to make sure I understand

This is completely independent of the

18

cable in terms of the activations.

19

switching and routing and the signal paths

20

are at the County's expense and just the

21

fiber, just the dark fiber itself, terminated

22

fiber is the only piece that was provided by

23

the cable company; is that a correct way to

24

look at it?

25

MR. CHING:

All the

There are a couple of locations where
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1

the fiber available to the County passed

2

through Time Warner's own switches, and at

3

those locations we have no control or

4

interaction with the system.

5

speculation but I believe it's just a patch

6

through function that I don't know that

7

there's any electronics involved at that

8

point.

9

100 percent our responsibility to turn up the

It's

But at all our County locations it is

10

fiber and control the signals through that.

11

And, and there's no commingling on those

12

fibers of Time Warner's own signal or anybody

13

else's.

14

MEMBER McLAUGHLIN:

I got you.

They're physically

15

discreet fibers that are dedicated to the

16

County at those --

17

MR. CHING:

Exactly.

18

MEMBER McLAUGHLIN:

-- locations and then even the

19

patching, the passage passthroughs are the

20

County's responsibility.

21

redundancy and power supplies and all, you

22

guys had to build this to -- basically you

23

had some pieces and you had to build it

24

yourselves the rest?

25

MR. CHING:

So in terms of

Exactly.
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MEMBER McLAUGHLIN:

I, I guess, you know, having,

2

having put my own agenda first, another one

3

that I wonder if you looked at were some

4

redundant paths for emergency or police or

5

fire communication.

6

their wireless, you know, the radio

7

communications infrastructure and my

8

understanding is part of what they need is

9

redundancy of the capacity between and to

We heard a lot about

10

their sites.

Is any, is any of this design

11

support that or is that something that could

12
13

be added potentially?
MR. CHING:

Potentially, yes, if we made very

14

preliminary -- We've had very preliminary

15

discussions with the Police Department and

16

we're quite excited about the opportunities

17

that their system and our system provide each

18

other, but we haven't really gone very far

19

yet in exploring that.

20

Our main focus right now is to make

21

sure that we have the infrastructure

22

operational before we get carried way in too

23

many of the other functions because it tends

24

to distract from completing job one and

25

that's to get, turn up this fiber, and then
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1

the video signals and the police emergency

2

requirements.

3

then it makes sense to really look at how we

4

take advantage of the opportunities that it

5

presents.

6

Once we have that in place,

MEMBER McLAUGHLIN:

And, and I guess maybe I'm

7

anticipating some other questions that might

8

come up but, you know, there's, there's that

9

other, there's that other layer and I guess

10

I'm having served as the past president of

11

the nine nonprofit directors, I'm aware that

12

the County funds and supports a lot of other

13

services in the community that are not

14

directly, you know, County services so a

15

County department might have a need and then

16

programs funded by the department might have

17

other needs, so there might be like a, a

18

whole another layer in effect.

19

I'm thinking of agencies like I know

20

Big Brothers, Big Sisters is, you know,

21

leases that building for a dollar a year,

22

could technically qualify as a County

23

facility but it's really operated by a

24

nonprofit.

25

applications and services that the

They may have some interesting
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communications infrastructure ought to

2

support.

3

At the risk of rambling, I guess I'm

4

just wondering what kind of -- as you sort of

5

having put this tech, this infrastructure

6

foundation piece in place, can you give us

7

some recommendations of a going forward

8

process that can start to capture some of

9

those other opportunities like partnering

10

with the health care providers, partnering
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11

with nonprofits, partnering with other

12

agencies that are already supported or have

13

relationships with the County?

14

MR. CHING:

Sure.

I, I would provide this

15

recommendation.

16

little bit of background on why.

17

embarking on the project from, from our

18

office and our MIS Department, we embarked on

19

the establishment and the build-out of purely

20

a County of Maui network.

21

afforded to in the decision in order between

22

Time Warner and the Department of Commerce

23

and Consumer Affairs State of Hawaii.

24
25

And, and I'll give you a
We, when

And that is

Along with that are -- Also included in
that decision in order are provisions for
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1

Time Warner to provide access to public

2

educational, public and other educational

3

entities including some nonprofits as well as

4

the public libraries and the public access

5

television which you're aware of.

6

Our segment on our part of it was to

7

make sure that we got our County network and

8

to make sure that that network was compatible

9

with the State's I-net.

In terms of

10

connectivity for the other entities, in

11

meetings with both DCCA and Time Warner we

12

were told that those, those organizations

13

outside of the organizations that are allowed

14

into an I-net, into the I-net needed to

15

separately negotiate what the requirements

16

were going to be with Time Warner and DCCA.

17

It's not to say that they weren't going to

18

provide that connectivity; however, it needed

19

to be determined in separate meetings.

20

As far as we were concerned, County of

21

Maui, we were not going to provide

22

connectivity to outside agencies and, you

23

know, there's, there's a number of reasons

24

why, and the biggest reason, I'll tell you,

25

is security.

We have a lot of vital
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1

information that's private, that if we open

2

our, our hard, hard wire network up to just

3

any user, we could be in store for a lot of

4

trouble so we need to avoid that.

5

also need to make sure that our governmental

6

operations go on unhindered.

7

focus we took in building out our County

8

network with Time Warner.

9

And we

So that's the

When it comes to the other entities

10

that are covered by the decision in order,

11

they need to make a couple phone calls, sit

12

down with DCCA and Time Warner and hammer out

13

what the requirements are, and I'm sure

14

they'll be happy to accommodate where they

15

can.

16
17
18

CHAIR MOLINA:

Okay.

We have a comment from the

Corporation Counsel.
MR. GARNEAU:

If I could just add one thing along

19

those lines?

With regards to the decision in

20

order, that, as we've talked about so far,

21

has affected lots of organizations within the

22

State.

23

Section 4.1 that talks about the development

24

of an access plan and implementation, and

25

there was supposed to have been an access

And there's a section in it which is
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1

plan developed for the County.

And in fact,

2

Sean, that's what I was trying to reach you

3

about yesterday because I think it would be

4

helpful for the Subcommittee to get a copy of

5

that access plan because within that you'll

6

know then what the responsibilities were for

7

the County and who was supposed to do what.

8

I don't know whether -- Sean, did you, do you

9
10

happen to have a copy in your office, do you
know?

11

MEMBER McLAUGHLIN:

12

MR. GARNEAU:

Yes.

You do.

So perhaps we can provide

13

that because, for example, the, the providing

14

public educational government access is a

15

separate function from provide --

16

coordinating the access to the I-net, which

17

is what we've been kind of focusing on today.

18

And all of this process is at the discretion

19

of the Director of the DCCA so whatever

20

process we can through and participate in,

21

you know, from a County's perspective has to

22

be coordinated with the DCCA and underneath

23

the, the access plan that should have been

24

developed and how we go about implementing

25

that.
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So to the extent that there may be

2

recommendations that we want to make for

3

future, maybe perhaps changes to that plan or

4

things to be included in that plan, we need

5

to, we need to start with the plan and see

6

what there is now and, before being able to

7

make an educated recommendation.

8

So I, I just wanted to clarify that
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9

because we're all agreeing with what

10

framework we're working at.

11

is largely an area that is State preempted.

12

The agreements with Time Warner have been

13

negotiated by the State.

14

in order.

15

that decision in order for implementation,

16

and the County's role is relatively minor and

17

we can only get what we're allowed to get

18

underneath that, that plan, so it's important

19

for us, I think, to educate ourselves about

20

that.

21
22
23

You know, this

There's a decision

There's a process that sat out in

MEMBER McLAUGHLIN:

Yeah.

Thank you for that.

I

think that's, I think that's helpful, Greg.
I guess, and in that respect, it might

24

be one of the recommendations that the

25

Council would be interested in would be how
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the County might leverage its opportunities

2

to the greater advantage, so rather than

3

taking a narrow reading of how the benefits

4

that accrue to the County are, are

5

implemented, take a larger one, but --

6
7

And I realize that's sort of beyond the
scope of the assignment that you guys are
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8

fulfilling, so I don't mean to say you should

9

have done that to saying now that, now that

10

you've built this sort of core data network

11

which needed for its own reasons to be built

12

the way it's been built, as we look at

13

adding, adding the layers of public benefit

14

and so forth, I, I think it may be that

15

that's one of the policies that the County is

16

interested in, is when the County is

17

investing in building infrastructure, it

18

should be designed as an open network that

19

benefits the greatest -- you know, provides a

20

greater public benefit than just the narrow

21

sort of functionalities of the government

22

itself.

23

But that, I think that's the kind of

24

discussion that we'll have going forward, but

25

the observation I wanted to make is sort of
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the other side of the coin because the first

2

observation was this piece that the County is

3

implementing of the decision -- of the cable

4

infrastructure, so cable built some fiber,

5

now the County is activating it and sort of

6

designing it and activating it for specific

7

uses is only one piece of the overall
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8

benefits that the cable system provides

9

through the decision in order, and I think

10

that's clear and I think, I know, that's

11

something I know a lot about.

12

But the, the other side of that, which

13

I think is equally important, is when the

14

next provider comes in and is negotiating

15

what benefits they're going to provide, you

16

have the opportunity -- I'm thinking back

17

five years of how we ended up where we are

18

now with cable, now we think about where we

19

are now and five years down the line when the

20

next competitor, when the next whoever it is,

21

is online, how did we negotiate those

22

benefits in the greater concept to build that

23

infrastructure for the greatest public good?

24
25

Obviously we wouldn't ask the next
provider to build these connections, we've
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1

already got them.

Maybe we'd ask them to

2

take care of the video piece or the, or

3

connect the other sites that never got

4

connected, you know what I mean?

5

of the overlay of what the requirements, the

6

compensation agreements and the requirements

It's kind

7

that are built in?

8

And so to try to look at that in the

9

bigger picture, you look at well, okay, it

10

wasn't, it wasn't the MIS Department's job to

11

figure out how to deliver live video from

12

Kihei, maybe that was the Council's job to

13

figure that out if they're the primary user

14

or some other department.

15

Planning Commission wants to start having

16

live interactive proceeding with all kinds of

17

sites tied in, how, how does that need,

18

identified need of the County get embedded

19

into the next negotiated agreement with the

20

next provider so that as we're building this

21

thing, it just gets better and better?

22

think we can.

23

start but I think that's the challenge that

24

we have to look at.

25

If there's a

And I

I think we've got a fantastic

So I'm, I'm, I guess since we, we've
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got David here, I guess that would be, that

2

would be my next, the related question would

3

be are you folks involved with any

4

discussions with Sandwich Isles or any other

5

provider that's currently negotiating access
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6

to public rights of way and easements to

7

construct a communications network to -- and

8

are you, are you, in terms of looking at

9

other needs that the County has that aren't

10

currently provided, or how would that happen

11

within the County government right now as we

12

do it now?

13

MR. CHING:

I think, I think I need to clarify

14

something.

15

know if everyone understands what, where

16

we're coming from.

17

about two separate issues.

18

And, and I don't know if, I don't

I think we're talking

We are building a County network.

We

19

are using Time Warner resources to get it

20

done.

21

strictly for County business and also for

22

access to the I-net.

23

institutional network conceived and built out

24

by the State to, to include State agencies as

25

well as the four Counties.

It's a high speed network.

It is

The I-net is the

We're going to
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1

participate in that and we're building a

2

closed network to do that.

3

mean that our network cannot communicate

4

outside of itself, okay?

5

That does not

The, the other part of the question

6

that I think I hear you saying is that other

7

agencies should be provided access to the

8

infrastructure of non-governmental agencies.

9

And at certain points there are certain ways

10

that, yes, non-governmental agencies can get

11

access to network.

12

network as long as you're let in.

13

mean that you have to be part of their hard

14

wire network, okay?

15

You can get access to any
It doesn't

So we're building a hard wire network

16

for our purposes.

To get access to our

17

network and to get access to the I-net, that

18

all has to be done separately with separate

19

negotiations with the appropriate network

20

managers.

21

can't give you voice and video communications

22

out of our direct network.

23

that we couldn't give your voice and video

24

communications out of another network and

25

patch through.

And, and that doesn't mean that we

That doesn't mean

As long as the technologies
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exist and as long as the proper protocols

2

exist through network administrators and fire

3

walls, that can all be done.

4

So I think we needed to make that
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5

separation between what I, what I think

6

you're asking is, you know, did we look at

7

the future for our network?

8

internally, sure.

9

although we don't have every single County

10

facility hooked up, we know that somewhere,

11

some way, somehow, we could get, if

12

necessary, connectivity to, to those

13

locations and be it either through us

14

building out additions to our fiber optic

15

network, be it DSL, be it some other wireless

16

communication alternative, we could do that,

17

so yeah, we're prepared to do that.

18

Well, yeah,

We know that in the future

We're building, we're bringing the tool

19

to the County, which is a network.

How that

20

tool is used, and you touched on some of

21

that, it may be, it may be determined by

22

Council requirements, Committee requirements,

23

Administrative requirements.

24

going to have to come into play is the proper

25

rules, procedures and, and security for all

And also what's
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1

those things to happen.

2

to separate a couple of those issues.

3
4

MEMBER McLAUGHLIN:

So I think we need

Just -- Thank you for the

clarification, David.

I think it is, I think

5

it is helpful and obviously it's a lot more

6

complicated than we probably, are at some

7

risk of making it harder rather than easier,

8

but I guess --

9

So the question, so the question I had

10

is as the County is relating to the next

11

provider who's, who's requesting permits to

12

access easements and public rights of way to

13

build communications infrastructure, is there

14

any linkage?

15

there any linkage in the County

16

decision-making process that's going to link

17

what you, what you know has already been

18

built and dedicated for County use and what

19

you, what you'd like to build next according

20

to, you know, the plan you're building and

21

what this provider is installing on the

22

ground.

23

I guess the answer is no.

Is

And maybe I --

I mean I could give you the specific

24

case.

If Hana doesn't have much of a

25

connection because that's the way Time Warner
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built their infrastructure and the next

2

provider is pulling a fiber to Hana, what's

3

the process that the County would make the
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4

connection internally in the decision-making

5

process to request of that next provider part

6

of the compensation is connectivity to Hana

7

just as a for instance?

8
9

MR. CHING:

Right.

For now, there is no framework

set in place and the reason there is no

10

framework set in place is it's being governed

11

and controlled by the DCCA Cable Franchise

12

Division.

13

what their process will be and how much we'll

14

be included in their process.

15

that we'll be included quite a bit in their

16

process.

17

I, I don't know what, I don't know

I'm hoping

And it looks like about another 10 or

18

12 years from now we should really pay

19

attention to it because I think that's the

20

terms the decision in order start expiring.

21

So yeah, we've got a little bit of work to do

22

and to ensure that we get some input, but as

23

long as the State is controlling it, I don't

24

think we have too much, too much option on

25

our part.
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MEMBER McLAUGHLIN:
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Thank you.

I guess, I guess my

2

point is for Time Warner, it's DCCA Cable

3

Division, and obviously when the County has

4

to engage or the State regulatory authority,

5

there's different strategies of how you do

6

that and we have elected officials who

7

represent us at the State level and so forth,

8

but my point is the next infrastructure might

9

not be under DCCA at all.

It might just be

10

relating to you through Public Works

11

Department in terms of requesting shoreline,

12

or, you know, planning in terms of requesting

13

a shoreline management permit to land the

14

fiber optic cable.

15

So using the Sandwich Isles example,

16

and I'm just using these guys as examples, I

17

don't know any particulars but, more than

18

anyone else does, but DCCA is not going to

19

have anything to say about what they do.

20

There will be no DCCA regulation of that

21

provider because they're not a cable TV

22

provider yet.

23

And, and by extension the next cell

24

site if, if there's a piece of the

25

communications infrastructure the County is
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building for its own purposes, it's missing

2

its wireless, its wire line, its fiber, the
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3

co-ax.

4

different providers and who's building what?

5

And as you're negotiating the agreements and

6

co-locations and compensations, don't you

7

want to look at that holistically somehow to

8

say across, across industries which you're

9

trying to figure out how to provide this

10
11

Don't you want to look at all the

service.
So like if you're trying to add the

12

next place and it turns out it's through a

13

wireless connection, hey it, turns out

14

they're building a cell site right there and

15

because of the brilliantly written new

16

antenna citing ordinance, they're

17

constructing that site on a Water, on a Board

18

of Water Supply facility, don't you want to

19

negotiate connectivity?

20

what I'm saying?

21

You know, you know

Instead of -- As you're building the

22

public infrastructure, don't you want to be

23

interacting with more than one industry and

24

more than one regularity venue?

25

MR. CHING:

What, what we'd like to do is take a
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look at the requirements of our network

2

outside of what's offered through the DCCA's
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3

decision in order and address those needs

4

separately through a, you know, a contractual

5

or vendor relationship.

6

I mean if, if our network has a site

7

that requires an astronomical amount of

8

cabling, you know, maybe we'll look at it, at

9

wireless communication, and at that point

10

we'd have to go through our purchase process

11

and, and ask for proposals from contractors,

12

but we need to take it in on a site by site

13

basis.

14

And we've built the foundation for a

15

high speed network.

16

change in the future, you have to do it site

17

specific on all.

18

embarking on -- I mean like Norman Santos

19

said earlier, you can't even put a dollar

20

figure on it, it's so huge.

21

the cost to redo or rebuild an entire network

22

I think would be really prohibitive at that

23

time.

24
25

As, as our requirements

I don't really foresee us

But embarking on

And we're looking at this
infrastructure as being able to provide
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enough band width through -- to us to last
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2

for many, many years.

3

to one frequency of light.

4

about WDM technology earlier.

5

network will be using that technology which

6

literally increased the size of our network

7

16, 32, 64 folds.

8

mean we've got a lot of band width and we've

9

got a lot of capability on our network to

10
11

We don't have to stick
It was talked
Parts of our

And we have a lot -- I

last us many years.
And between now and when we identify

12

the need to rebuild our entire network, I

13

think there's -- I'm sure we'll, we'll have

14

committees put together to make those plans,

15

but until then, it's pure conjecture to say,

16

you know, what, what I think you're asking.

17

CHAIR MOLINA:

Okay.

Members, I'm sorry to

18

intervene at this time.

19

Chair has a couple of appointments to attend.

20

If we have any more questions or concerns for

21

Mr. Ching or Mr. Verkerke, you can submit

22

them in writing and we can address them at

23

our next meeting, which is a nice segway into

24

my next issue.

25

It is 12:15 and the

Our next meeting is scheduled for
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Monday, March 25th at nine a.m.
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Members,

2

this will be the last meeting before we take

3

a break during the month of April and the

4

first half of May.

5

contacting you or your Staff representative

6

to check on availability, availability dates

7

for our final two meetings in mid to late

8

May.

9

The Staff will be

At this point any questions or comments

10

with regards to our next meeting?

11

McLaughlin?

12

MEMBER McLAUGHLIN:

Mr.

I'm sorry, Mr. Chair.

I just

13

have to let you know that I will be off

14

island on the 25th so I won't be able to

15

attend the next meeting.

16

CHAIR MOLINA:

Thank you.

17

MEMBER PERREIRA:

Yeah.

Ms. Perreira?

Just one reminder, I

18

guess, because in preparation for the next

19

meeting.

20

being willing to supply that information, the

21

other sites and what some of the options were

22

because I think that, the other options

23

available because I think that would be

24

helpful as we go forward and --

25

I think, Mr. Ching, thank you for

But at, at some point I want to get
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1

clarification.

2

some of this, do we send the request to Mr.

3

Ching or to Mr. Verkerke?

4
5

VICE-CHAIR SKOG:

CHAIR MOLINA:

7

MEMBER PERREIRA:

8

CHAIR MOLINA:

10

To staff.

Chair?

6

9

When we have questions on

Send it to us.
Send it to the Staff --

And then we'll transmit it to the

Mayor's office.
MEMBER PERREIRA:

-- will transmit.

Okay.

Thank

11

you.

And so if Mr. Ching is going to get

12

that information to us, it will go to your

13

office --

14

CHAIR MOLINA:

15

MEMBER PERREIRA:

16
17

Right.
-- and then to us?

Okay.

Thank

you.
CHAIR MOLINA:

Okay.

And even though we'll be off

18

for the month of April and first half of May,

19

please by all means, you know, contact my

20

office or Shannon at any time to keep us

21

updated for any information that you may have

22

gathered that will, you know, contribute

23

toward this proposed ordinance that we intend

24

to create.

25

I believe we had discussed at the last
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1

meeting to come up with any vision or mission

2

statements if you continue working on that.

3

Ms. Skog?

4

VICE-CHAIR SKOG:

Yes.

I believe Mr. McLaughlin

5

was going to research other models of vision

6

and mission statements and possibly even

7

goals, and then we've also heard at least a

8

couple times about the Big Island approach to

9

some of these at least ordinance side of it,

10

so Staff will be going after that as well.

11

But if -- Even though you're not going to be

12

at the next meeting, I was hoping you would

13

be able to get that ahead and we could

14

circulate it ahead.

15

CHAIR MOLINA:

Sure.

16

VICE-CHAIR SKOG:

-- ahead of the 25th, which is

17

not very much time, I understand, but it

18

sounds like you had identified some

19

communities already that would be good models

20

for us to work on at the next one.

21

I also would like to find some way to

22

encourage Hawaii Public TV and the Hawaii

23

Association of Broadcasters to come to make a

24

presentation.

25

Haleakala is a very, very important one and I

The broadcaster situation on
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1

would like to hear their perspective on

2

what's going on.

3

issues and challenges that they're facing but

4

I would like to hear from them.

5

would be useful for us.

6

CHAIR MOLINA:

Okay.

7

MEMBER PERREIRA:

8

CHAIR MOLINA:

9

MEMBER PERREIRA:

I do know about some of the

I think that

Thank you.

Also?

Ms. Perreira?
Because we're heading into the

10

budget session, I would like to know if

11

there's any moneys that has been -- that is

12

in the Mayor's budget line item for some of

13

these kind of improvements or what-have-you

14

or if there is something coming out of the

15

Council itself?

16

Because in the case of this, what we

17

were just discussing, perhaps it might be

18

appropriate since -- I mean it's too bad we

19

ran out of time because there were some more

20

questions relative to the fact that you have

21

Makawao not really connecting and, and

22

perhaps the Council Member from that

23

respective area may want to put in an

24

appropriation for some funding, and I think

25

that's really important because once we have
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1

this more in a public vein, then those

2

questions, those questions are going to be

3

asked by the general public.

4

it be covered in the Committee, that at least

5

it was looked at.

6

CHAIR MOLINA:

Thank you.

So I'd rather

I think Mr. McLaughlin

7

brought up a good point about getting

8

everybody linked up, so to speak, to do a

9

live broadcast, because as you know, this

10

particular Council and some of the various

11

committees have actually gone out to the

12

outer areas to do meetings such as in

13

Lahaina, public hearings in Kihei, of course

14

Haiku they had their issue, so I thank Mr.

15

McLaughlin for emphasizing that point.

16

MEMBER PERREIRA:

And, and maybe David can too if

17

he has, if he has a wish list of funding that

18

he would like to get.

19

good to have too.

20
21

CHAIR MOLINA:

Maybe that would be

I'm sure Mr. Ching will take that

into consideration.

22

MR. CHING:

It is.

23

CHAIR MOLINA:

Okay.

And Members, regarding Ms.

24

Sabas, will she -- she will not be here at

25

the next meeting also on the 25th?
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1

MEMBER PERREIRA:

2

CHAIR MOLINA:

3

MS. ALUETA:

4

CHAIR MOLINA:

5

MS. ALUETA:

6

CHAIR MOLINA:

7
8

I understand she will be.

Oh, she will be from, from staff.

Yes, Mr. Chair -Shannon?

-- she'll be here.
Okay.

Thank you.

All righty.

So -MEMBER PERREIRA:

9

Chair.

10

CHAIR MOLINA:

11

MEMBER PERREIRA:

And she also -- I'm sorry, Mr.

No, go ahead.
Based on last, the last meeting

12

she was also going to provide some

13

information from the Federal side on some of

14

the items in the work plan so if that could

15

be followed up on.

16

CHAIR MOLINA:

Okay.

Any other announcements at

17

this time, Members?

Seeing none, the Chair

18

would like to thank you all and especially

19

the Vice-Chair, Ms. Skog, who was put under

20

the gun at somewhat of a last minute but I

21

thank you.

22

VICE-CHAIR SKOG:

23

CHAIR MOLINA:

24

VICE-CHAIR SKOG:

25

COMMITTEE MEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTIONS
(Excused: Member Sabas)

You did a good job at running -You're welcome.

-- the meeting.
Thank you.
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CHAIR MOLINA:

So again, let's keep the lines of

2

communications open literally and keep us

3

posted if there's anything that pops up prior

4

to our next meeting on the 25th at nine a.m.

5

Right back here in the Council Chambers.

6
7
8

So hearing no other announcements, this
meeting is adjourned.
ADJOURN:

(Gavel.)

12:22 p.m.
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C E R T I F I C A T E

STATE OF HAWAII

)

3

)

4

CITY AND COUNTY OF HONOLULU )

SS.

5
6

I, Mary Anne Young, Certified Shorthand

7

Reporter for the State of Hawaii, hereby

8

certify that the proceedings were taken down

9

by me in machine shorthand and was thereafter

10

reduced to typewritten form under my

11

supervision; that the foregoing represents to

12

the best of my ability a true and correct

13

transcript of the proceedings had in the

14

foregoing matter.

15

I further certify that I am not attorney

16

for any of the parties hereto, nor in any way

17

concerned with the cause.

18
19

DATED this 10th day of April, 2002, in
Honolulu, Hawaii.

20
21
22

____________________________

23

Mary Anne Young
Hawaii CSR 369, RPR
Notary Public for Hawaii
My Commission Expires: 9/2002
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